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from small precision gears...

to large intricate propellor hubs

Steel Products research, engineering, manufacturing, inspection,

testing and performance combine to provide the ultimate in contract

manufacturing. Steel Products has the experience, skilled personnel and know-how to

meet the practical needs of aircraft and other precision manufacturers.

Why not let this Steel Products combination help solve your problem?

Send your inquiry or your blueprints for quotations.

ENGINEERS AND MANUFACTURERS SPRINGFIELD, OHIO

NEWS DIGEST
DOMESTIC

Strike at Wright Aeronautical Corp,

ended when the company granted hourly
workers a pay increase of 14 cents and a

S5.60 weekly pay rise to salaried em-
ployes. With non-striking AFL workers

at die Curtiss Propeller division in-

cluded in the general wage boost. C-W
figures the pav rise comes to nearly

S4.000.000 annually.

Trans World Airlines will start

scheduled, overnight coast-to-coast cargo

service with DC-4s on Nov. 1. The new
service will increase TWA's present

cargo-hauling capacity threefold, says

cargo sales manager, S. E. Ross.

Sperry Corp. has purchased from the

government at an undisclosed price the

plant and adjoining 144 acres of land

at Lake Success, L. I.. N. Y.. that it

occupied on a lease during World War
II. The buildings are now jointly shared

by Sperry Gyroscope Co. Division and

the Secretariat Headquarters of the

United Nations.

Air Force orders have been placed

with Douglas Aircraft Co. for 15 mili-

tary versions of the DC-6A. designated

C-11SB. USAF also has ordered 10

military Super Constellations from

Lockheed, designating these C-121C.

Ryan Aeronautical Co. will suspend

production of four-place Navion busi-

ness planes after completion of its cur-

rent schedule of 150, expected early

next year. Entire Ryan facilities will be

devoted to military production, includ-

ing military versions of the Navion if

contracts now under discussion are

forthcoming.

Air Coach Transport Assn, members
will refuse to accept future business from

two ticket agencies accused of credit

violations and misrepresentation. They
arc Columbia Aircoach System and the

Flying Irishman Agency. The two agen-

cies have been expelled from ACTA as-

sociate membership, but ACTA carriers

will honor tickets bought from the agen-

cies prior to the expulsion.

General Electric Co. will move the

executive and engineering staff of its

Aircraft Gas Turbines division from

Lynn, Mass., to its J-47 assembly plant

at Lockland, Ohio. GE will take over

additional space at Lockland.

Harry A. Bnmo, flyer and aviation

publicist, was presented the McGough
Memorial Award by Gen. George C.

Kenny, Commandant of the Air Univer-

sitv. at the American Legion Air Service

Post 501 dinner in New York. The
award was in recognition of Bruno's 40

vcars of service to the aviation industry.

James M. Vcmcr has been appointed

executive assistant to CAB Chairman

Delos W. Rcntzel. Verner came to the

CAB as an attorney in the office of the

general counsel in' 1940. After a stint

in the Navy during the war and serving

as an attorney for Chicago & Southern

Air Lines and the Air Transport Assn.,

he returned to CAB in 1949 as hearing

examiner, in which capacity he served

until this appointment.

Personal aircraft exports bv nine

firms in September totaled 57 planes

valued at 5240,438. Aircraft Industries

Assn, reports. August totals were 25

planes valued at $168,649.

Ferrying of military aircraft will be

handled by the Military Air Transport

Service's 1737th Ferrying Squadron out

of Kelly AFB, San Antonio, Tex. The
squadron has an authorized strength of

39 officers and 18S airmen. Its World
War II predecessor, the Air Transport

Command’s Ferrying Division, had at

its peak about 80,000 AAF and civilian

personnel.

FINANCIAL

Northrop Aircraft, Inc. reports loss

for fiscal vear ending July 31, 1950, of

S44.973 on income of $43,911,304.

Northrop turned in an operating profit

of 52.441.426. but charged off a loss of

S2.4S6.399 on its USAF C-123 con-

United Air Lines reports profit of

54.174.926 for nine months ending

Sept. 30. Third quarter profit was S4,-

234,296, offsetting a first-half loss.

INTERNATIONAL

France and Italy still are holding np

Pan American Airways proposed Paris

and Rome routes. Italy seemed on the

J
oint of approving the Rome operation,

ut stiffened when France continued to

object.

Royal Canadian Air Force has taken

delivery on the first five of 100 recon-

ditioned North American F-51 Mustang

fighters.

Greece will call in foreign experts to

recommend reorganization of the coun-

try’s airlines. Until recently, three com-

panies were operating: Tac, Ell A. S.

(partly owned by Scottish Airways), and

Ame, a freight line. Last month, Tae

and Ell A. S. were directed to combine
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AVIATION WEEK
Missiles Super-Agency Fast Taking Shape

Keller of Chrysler and Maj. Gen. Nichols

slated for top posts in new organization.

By Ben S. Lee

A top industrialist and a seasoned

Army engineering administrator are

slated to head the new super-agency,

Office of Guided Missiles, rapidly tak-

ing shape at the Pentagon to speed and
integrate the lagging U.S. guided mis-

siles program.
They are:

• K. T. Keller, Detroit, president of

the Chrysler Corp., as director, and,
• Maj. Gen. Kenneth D. Nichols, war-

time engineer of the Atomic Manhattan
Project, as deputy director.

High Echelon Body—The new Office

of Guided Missiles is to become top

organization for all U. S. guided mis-

sile work, reporting directly to the

Defense Secretary and the Armed
Forces Policy Council. However, it is

not programmed as a “Manhattan Proj-

ect” type of organization divorced from
other military rule, nor does it replace

any other present missiles agencies in

the three services.

Gen. Nichols probably will set up the

actual operating machinery of the new
office, drawing from his experience with

tough industry-service coordination

problems in World War II.

Establishment of the Office of Guided
Missiles signals emergence of the guided
missiles from an item of research to

military production of an end-product
weapon.

Military sources predict that funds
now pouring into service missile re-

search and development at a rate of

more than S200 million annually must
be trebled—at least-if production of

even a few missiles is to get under way.

Three missiles now in final test phase
will be in production for service use by
the end of 1951, these sources state.

A directive, will charge the director

of OGM with creating an agency,

within the structure of the Defense
Department, to coordinate all guided
missile research and development and
to plan for standardization of the fewest

practicable types for production.

Director’s Duties—Acting officially in

an advisory capacity to the Secretary of
Defense and the Armed Forces Policy

Council, the Director of OGM, will be

charged specifically with programming:
• Expedition of guided missile pro-

duction.

• Decisions as to which projects will

remain service items for research and
development and which are to enter

production phases.

• Coordination on complete interchange

of technical information between Army,
Navy and Air Force.

• Advice to the services on development
and status of guided missiles weapons
systems.

Background—Advent of the German
V-l and V-2 during the latter stages of

World War II, closely followed by the

shocking destruction of Hiroshima and
Nagasaki by the U. S. developed atomic
bomb startled this nation into pre-

mature belief that push-button warfare

Military thinking, too, was impressed

as to the immediate future of guided
missile warfare. As a result, develop-

ment contracts were issued by the three

services giving carte blanche for investi-

gation of any missile plan that showed
promise.

In 1946, after the percentage of the
V-l weapons destroyed short of target

by Allied interception and the number
of test firings of the V-2 were assessed,

a large part of the guided missiles con-

tracts were canceled. The remaining
projects became jealously guarded ser-

vice secrets in the inter-service race for

overall cognizance of the new weapon.

Duplication of effort and lack of

coordination between the services re-

tarded development (outlined in detail

in Aviation Week Mar. 6 and April

24). Duplication was regarded in some
quarters as a healthy sign of direction

of development, informed quarters,

however, deplored it as waste of time

and money.
Finally, officials of the Aircraft Com-

mittee of the Munitions Board and the

Guided Missiles Committee of the Re-
search and Development Board took

the sprawling missiles development pro-

gram in hand and attempted the

arduous task of sorting and ordering

elimination of the less promising tech-

niques. Set into being by their joint

effort were:

• System for comparative evaluation of

existing missile research between ser-

• Appraisal to avoid future duplication

in projects proposed.

That program has been workable but
not wholly satisfactory. Major flaw was
placement of production scheduling of

guided missiles within administrative

control of the Munitions Board. Army
has felt that a separate office should
have been established. It has felt that

there was a preponderance of control

exerted by USAF and Navy in decrees

issued by Aircraft Committee of Muni-
tions Board.

The Office of Guided Missiles, since

not replacing or altering organizational

makeup of existing control agencies,

will not completely correct Army
grievance. The picture will be im-
proved, however, with the selection of
a service "non partisan” such as K. T.
Keller as the new agency director.

Similarly, nomination of Maj. Gen.
Nichols will mollify the Army.
As engineer of the Manhattan Proj-

ect, Nichols supervised activities of some
125,000 persons, including research, en-

gineering, construction, and operational

personnel; 22 university contracts; re-

search and development in connection

with design; construction and develop-

ment of all plants required for the pro-

duction of plutonium and uranium 235,

and construction of Oak Ridge, Tenn.,

and Richland, Wash.
Prior to his proposed assignment.
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Nichols has been chief of the Armed
Forces Special Weapons Project, and
senior member of the Military Liaison

Committee to the Atomic Energy Com-
mission.

Greatest deterrent, so far, to develop-

ing a usable weapon has been lack

of coordination on complete inter-

change of technical information be-

tween services. A missile of one service

may have a guidance system urgently

needed by another service to perfect its

missile development. The guidance sys-

tem in existence, and in use by one

service, could be lost to another by con-

tractual arrangement between industry

and service.

The guided missile office will have as

prime purpose coordinating of research

and the programming of merger of sev-

eral missile developments. It will foster

incorporation of technique, methods,

design and engineering of one missile

with those of another—or several others

—to develop a single usable weapon.
For example, the guided missile

Matador successfully tested by Air Force

at Holloman AFB, is combined with

Navy’s Regulus. Certain features of still

another Army missile of similar purpose

may be added to Matador-Regulus, and
the ultimate combined design is ready

for production and use by all three serv-

Guidance Control Problem—Problems
of missile production facing the new
super agency are staggering. Among
them are: aerodynamics; powerplants;

fuels and combustion; thermodynamics;

ceramics; chemistry and physics; metal-

lurgy; meteorology; electronics; ballistics;

warheads and fuses; and many others,

representing nearly every field of this

nation’s technical knowledge.

Most troublesome at present are the

guidance systems. Generally speaking,

there are two types of guidance-those

relying on the use of electronics and
those that do not.

• Non-Electronic. Those not relying on
electronic guidance are less susceptible

to enemy counter-measure. Conversely,

they are the most complex from point

of accuracy of control. One basic con-

trol for tnis type of guidance is the

common gyroscope, termed the inertial

A second non-electronic guidance

method is automatic star tracking by

means of a telescopic device within the

control mechanism. Preset to follow cer-

tain star paths (in the same manner as

ship navigators do at sea) this is called

the celestial system.

Combination of the two systems is in

advanced development, with guidance

provided by the inertial system, cor-

rected by the celestial system.

• Electronic—Most advanced method of

guidance is that of radar homing. First

production missiles will undoubtedly

depend primarily upon this system.

These systems include passive, semi-

active, and active homing. Other elec-

tronic systems in final stages of develop-

ment are the beam rider system, and

two-beam command guidance systems.

Weapons Systems—Another concern

of the Office of Guided Missiles is co-

ordination of the weapons systems. For

example, anti-aircraft guided missiles

would be of little avail if not carefully

coordinated with the parallel develop-

ment and production of radar intercept

nets, techniques and planning for util-

ization. Weapons systems, however,

will remain under primary control of

individual services.

Knotty issues as to standardization of

launchers, launching sites, training per-

Martin Prototype 4-0-4 Takes the Air
Prototype of the new Glenn L. Mar-

tin 4-0-4 transport is flying at Baltimore,

while the Martin company presses along

with other transport manufacturers for

defense order priorities to get its 4-0-4

production line rolling.

Delivery schedules call for the first

production 4-0-4 to be ready early next

spring, with total orders for 75 planes-

40 for TWA and 35 for Eastern Air-

lines—now booked. In addition Martin

is discussing the possibility of additional

sales to other airlines, and has a military

transport version of the 4-0-4 under con-

sideration by both the Air Force and
the Navy.
The prototype 4-0-4 is the company's

original 2-0-2 test plane modified to the

new 4-0-4 configuration, with addition

of 39 in. to fuselage length. It will be
used for all the CAA certification tests

except those involving cabin pressur-

ization.

Modification of the test ship to in-

clude a pressurized cabin would have

required a major reconstruction job on
the fuselage, so the Martin engineers

preferred to wait and make the CAA

pressurization tests on the first of the

production 4-0-4s which may be flying

about the first of the year.

The new 40-passenger transport will

have a gross takeoff weight of 42,750

lb. including 10,205-lb. payload.

Powerplants are two Pratt & Whitney
R-2800-CB-16 engines of 2400 hp. each,

turning three-blade Hamilton Standard

propellers. The plane is designed to

cruise at 280 mpn. at 18,000 ft., with

a top speed of 312 mph. at 14,000 ft.

and with 79-mph. stall speed at sea
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sound and maintenance techniques all

are vital functions of the weapons sys-

tems to be coordinated by Office of

Guided Missiles.

Funds Allocation—Most important to

the industry, perhaps, is that the Office

of Guided Missiles will provide ultimate

planning factors for allocation of funds

for research and development, and spe-

cifically for production.

At the time of preparation of the

Harold Stuart report (Aviation Week,
April 24), there were 35 guided missiles

in various stages of development. Army
supported seven major projects at an

estimated cost of S36 million: Naw, 1 5

separate projects at a cost upwards of

S75 million, and Air Force was spending

an estimated $70 million on 13 projects.

Former Defense Secretary Johnson,

using the Stuart report as a rule-of-

thumb measure, subsequently ordered

cutbacks across the board. Several proj-

ects were shelved or pared down to the

detriment of planned "safe time” for

development to service-test staee.

Originally, development to service-

test quantity production was set for

interim missiles such as Boeing's GAPA.
Martin’s Matador. Hughes' MX-904,
General Electric’s Hermes 'cries. Fair-

child’s Lark, and Douglas’ Wac bv late

1952.

Cutbacks ordered bv former Secretary

Johnson, accompanied bv events lead-

ing to Korea, have postponed even that

leisurely timetable.

Now the office of Guided Missiles is

to speed up ultimate production time-

tables, with notably successful missiles

such as the Lark and Matador scheduled

for delivery and service use bv mid-

1951.

Army Copter Groups

Get H-19 Transports
Sikorsky H-19s are the first produc-

tion jobs to go into the new Army
transport helicopter company program

announced last week. Enough II - 1 9s to

form three new transport helicopter

companies—with 21 of the larger ma-

chines to each-are scheduled in Army
funds for 1952 expenditures. A few

additional H-19s will serve as spares.

Meanwhile each company will be

equipped with two lighter, smaller heli-

copters—presumably the Bell II I 3D
which has also been ordered by the

Army. These will be used for command

Since the number of Bells allotted

to this work for three companies is onlv

a small fraction of more than 80 sched-

uled for 1952 purchase, it is probable

that the others will be used for train-

ing and liaison, staff transport, and

utility work.
Washington sources say that the

tandem-rotor Piasccki H-21 rescue heli-

copter is not expected to figure in the

initial army transport helicopter pic-

ture, but will probably be in the 1953

program, when additional Sikorsky

H-19s are expected to be added.

400 Needed-Announcement of the

program confirms Aviation Week’s
Oct. 9 report that Army emphasis was

being placed on assault transport heli-

copters. An Army spokesman says the

newly formed transport companies will

be used in corps, divisions and smaller

tactical units. With the expanded Army
organization calling for 18 to 20 divi-

sions, this would mean orders for ap-

proximately 400 of the big transport

Sikorskys and Piaseckis to meet a re-

quirement of one company to a di-

An Army spokesman said that speed

and flexibility were expected to be

added to tactical operations by use of

the new transport air vehicle, since its

capabilities of vertical ascent and
descent, hovering, and landing or take-

off on unprepared landing areas will

meet situations which conventional air-

craft could not handle.

New Concepts—Because of mobility

of small units of troop in combat zones,

operations such as river crossings. Arc-

tic. amphibious, mountain and jungle

work will be facilitated and new con-

cepts of ground combat arc being con-

sidered by the Army.
Helicopters will be used to supple-

ment or replace other Army transport

WRIGHT WINNER
Grover Locning lias been awarded the

Wright Brothers Memorial Trophy for “sig-

nificaut public service of enduring value to

aviation in the U. S.” The trophy, which

is administered by the National Aeronautic

Assn., will be presented at the annual din-

ner of the Aero Club of Washington on

Dee. 16. Locoing, first chief engineer of the

Wright Brothers airplane company, later

developed the first successful amphibian and

since 19-15 has been consultant to the No-

tional Advisory Committee for Aeronautics.

vehicles, such as 2i-ton trucks and

jeeps flown in other cargo craft.

Part of Army’s research and develop

ment funds have been earmarked for

improvement of rotary-wing aircraft and
“other aircraft with similar char-

acteristics” presumably convcrtaplanes.

(Aviation Week, Aug. 28), and very

slow-flying, fixed-wing aircraft, it was

announced.

Industry DOs?
Washington is studying

priorities for transport

plane manufacturers.

By Alexander McSurely

The serious problem of threatened

shortages in transport airplane produc-

tion last week was getting top level gov-

ernment attention in Washington that

promised well for a satisfactory- priority

solution.

“There seems no alternative to a

priority setup for production of trans-

port planes and parts and principal

facturer’s Washington representative ex-

plained it. "If we don’t get them, it

will be just too bad.”

Such top federal brass as John Mc-
Cone, USAF Undersecretary; Dan Kim-
ball, Navy Undersecretary; Delos W.
Rentzel, CAB Chairman; and Robert J.

Smith, deputy chairman of National Se-

curity- Resources Board, joined with

Adm. DcWitt C. Ramsey, president of

Aircraft Industries Assn., and Adm.
Emory- S. Land, president of Air Trans-

port Assn., in studying the problem last

week under the sponsorship of the Air

Coordinating Committee.

But the main purpose of their huddle

was to explain the manv-facetcd prob-

lem to a man who could do something

about it. He is William Hcmv Harri-

son. chief of the National Production

Authority.

Serious. But Not Critical—Meanwhile

an Aviation Week check with some
principal transport manufacturers and

airlines indicated that the problem of

spare parts could become, but was not

Here is what the problem amounts

Airplane manufacturers and airline

executives contend thev should have

DOs (Defense Orders) giving priorities

where needed on critical materials in or-

der to assure a continued even produc-

tion flow of transport planes on order by

both the airlines and the military serv-

ices. Not onlv the planes themselves

but spares to keep them in operation

arc required.

At least one airline has indicated that
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Flight Safety Foundation Makes Awards
Unusual recognition lias been ac-

corded the safety contributions of
airline pilots in two of the four an-
nual awards of the Flight Safety-

Foundation. Citation of captains

and crews of American Airlines and
British European Airways marks one
of the few recent occasions airline

pilots have been honored for

achievements in the routine per-

formance of their duties, rather than

for special engineering or research

FSF plaques, presented this year
at the organization’s Safety Seminar
being held this week at Denver,
Colo., were awarded to:

• Capt. Robert K. Baker and crew
of American Airlines’ Flight 14 of
Aug. 21, 1950. "for displaying the

highest degree of professional skill”

in landing the plane safely after

parts of a propeller and engine had
ripped open the top of the fuselage.

• Cant. Ian R. Harvev for “display-

ing the highest degree of profes-

sional skill” on Apr. 1 2, 1950. when
a bomb exploded in the rear of his

BEA Viking transport, damaging
the fuselage and control system.

With assistance of his crew. Harvey-

landed the plane safely.

• The Pennsylvania Aeronautics

Commission and its executive direc-

tor for “outstanding contributions

to the safety of private flying."

Through education, able enforce-

ment of regulations and thorough
accident investigation, the commis-
sion “shows what the state can do
to supplement the work of the fed-

eral government,” the citation says.

• Curtiss Propeller division of Cur-
tiss-Wright Corp. for "development
of the reversible pitch propeller now
widely recognized as a device of

prime importance in furthering the

safe operation of aircraft.” Hamil-
ton Standard division of United Air-

craft Corp. shared in this citation

for its later developmental work on
the reversible pitch prop.

The awards arc sponsored an-

nually by Aviation Week. FSF
designates the winners after consul-

tation with government and indus-

try- safety experts. Plaques are being
presented this year bv J. A. Herlihy,

vice nresiden t-n'cations of U-itH
Air Lines, a 1949 winner, which
will be host to the 1950 Sa'etv

Scminar dinner meeting at Den-
ver’s Hotel Cosmopolitan the eve-

ning of Oct. 31.

unless additional spares are released

within three weeks it may have to

ground some equipment.
The airline problem is not confined

to domestic operators of American trans-

ports. The foreign airlines, most of
which use mostly American-built planes,

are up against the same situation, with
their foreign services inviting the State
Dept.’s help in the problem.

"The airline planes are as much a

part of the military effort as any other
equipment the services have got, and
they are used that way whenever the
services want them,” said Adm. Land of

ATA. "We were the only form of
civilian transportation called into serv-

ice in the Korean emergency. So if we
get a fair break on some DOs, that’s all

we want.”

Principal transport plane manufac-
turers with civilian plane contracts yet
to be filled are Douglas, Lockheed and
Martin. In addition, both Convair and
Boeing have numerous postwar planes
now in airline service, which will re-

quire spare parts replacements for years

Also affected will be engine manufac-
turers such as Pratt & Whitney- and
Wright, and propeller companies such
as Curtiss-Wright and Hamilton Stand-
ard, who have a virtual monopolv on
current transport propeller business.

Vital Defense Role-Adm. Ramsev.
speaking for his AIA manufacturer
members, pointedly indicated that in

view of the vital defense role performed
by the airlines, their orders for transport

equipment and spare parts "certainly
must receive equal consideration and
rating to that accorded the railroads.”

The National Production Authority
has already started a program to assure

continued production of railroad freight

cars. Adm. Ramsey pointed out.

Current airline orders now stand at a

total of 163 new cargo and passenger
transports, the highest transport plane
backlog in more than two years, an AIA
survey shows. Unless a priority system
is provided to make these plane deliver-

ies possible, the national civil air trans-

portation system will be seriously dis-

located. the priorities advocates contend.
Meanwhile yet another manufac-

turers’ problem is what to do about
mixed production lines, where the

builder is making some planes for mili-

tary orders and others of the same tvpc
for civilian use. If he can get materials

for all at once, the military and civilian

customers will share the benefits of
lower costs. But if lie has to cut off his

civilian orders, it will mess up his costs

badly, and disorganize his production
line flow.

An Air Force spokesman last week
said that it would not be necessary on
the basis of present military plane or-

ders to interfere with plane production
for commercial airlines. This statement

was taken as an indication that Air
Force would give necessary authoriza-

tions to permit the continued produc-

tion of planes and parts for airline use,

and a similar attitude was expected from
the Navy.
Main problem seemed to be to get

the production authority machinery-

started for the necessary DOs. It was
reported that the production authority

did not have any particular branch or

section yet set up to handle aviation

equipment priorities, and that this was
probably the main reason for the lack of

action on the subject, up until the meet-
ing of the Air Coordinating Committee
group with Mr. Harrison.

Enyart Quits NAA
In Split on Policy
The National Aeronautic Assn., un-

decided about future policy, has been
sharply reminded of the split in its

ranks by the resignation from its board
of directors of William R. Envart, for

more than 20 years one of NAA's most
active leaders.

Envart quit, he said in a letter to the
board, because NAA plans to continue

a “structural pattern . . . that has been

so unsuccessful for so many years.” He
feels that continuance of NAA’s primary
emphasis on local community activities

is a mistake and docs not allow for

proper conduct of affairs relating to

NAA’s representation in the U. S. of

the Federation Acronautiquc Intcr-

Envart, successively secretary, vice

president, president and chairman of

the board of NAA, is immediate past

president of FAI and honorary FAI
president for life. He has several times

proposed that NAA revamp its organi-

zational structure into several autono-
mous councils, one of which would be
for community activities, another for

FAI work.

FAI activities long have been a side-

line for NAA. although the organization

drew much of its orcstige from the fact

that it was the official representative of

a recognized world body on such mat-

ters as aviation records and private avia-

FAI has become increasingly discon-

tented with NAA’s handling of its affairs

in this country and the current FAI
nresident. Baron Amaury De la Grange,
has recently stated that NAA needs to

be reorganized if it is to continue to be
the FAI representative in the U. S.
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Congressional Roundup
New Commands. Washington expects Secretary of

Defense Gen. George Marshall’s resignation before 1951
has progressed far.

Billed as Marshall’s successor is able Under Secretary

of Defense Robert Lovett, with a long record as a friend

of aviation. As former Under Secretary of State and
former Assistant Secretary of War for Air, Lovett is now
tabbed in Washington as "always a bridesmaid, never

Marshall has accomplished his main mission. He's
smoothed out the bitterness and back-stabbing between
the State and Defense Departments that existed under

the administration of Louis Johnson.

• Adm. Forrest Sherman may succeed Gen. Omar Bradley

as chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff before many
months. The Navy is hoping so. Congress intends the

chairmanship to rotate.

Less Unification? Spade-calling Rep. Carl Vinson,
powerful chairman of the House Armed Services Com-
mittee. demands a halt to unification.

Since the Korean war cast a sad light over Louis John-
son's drive to save a dollar here or there by cutting fat

or sinew from the country's defense strength, the pop-

ularity of unifying and knocking admirals’ and generals'

heads together has waned. Vinson’s declaration may
start a trend in the other direction—against unification.

Army, Navy, and Air Force separately, he points out.

arc bigger than any other department of government, or

any private business entity in the U. S. He is against

empowering a civilian Secretary of Defense, with a few
week's first-hand contact with the complex military setup,

arbitrarily to rule over the professionals with lifetime

experience in their service. He wants the post reduced
to "coordinator” status. The three service secretaries,

dominated by their chiefs of staff, would have autonomy
over their departments.

"I want the Defense Secretary's job trimmed down to

proper size-which will mean much trimming down,"
Vinson commented.

If it is, inter-service conflicts will be arbitrated by
Vinson’s House committee, which he rules with an iron

$45 Billion for Defense? Supplemental for national

defense, totaling $10 to $15 billion, will be recommended,
and probably approved bv Congress, before the 1951
fiscal year is out. This will be in addition to the $30
billion already appropriated for the armed services and
foreign military assistance. The exact amount hinges on
the North Atlantic defense program. The military com-
mittee of the 12 North Atlantic Pact countries-composed
of the chiefs of staff of each—started working this out
last week in Washington. The program will have to be
ratified by each participating country'. This makes it

doubtful that there will be any implementation before

spring.

This is the outlook now on additional defense spending:

• Electronics Equipment: Several bills have already been
cleared for submission to Congress late in November.
Much of it will go into the stepped-up guided missile

program. But both Air Force and Nary are marked down
for substantial funds for electronics equipment for con-
ventional aircraft.

• European Aid: If and when the North Atlantic program
is worked out, it will mean $500 million to $1 billion in

new plane procurement for U. S. manufacturers. But

the bulk of European-based craft under the program will

be procured in Europe, financed by U.S. aid. British

manufacturers will be called on to supply virtually all

of the jet tactical fighters.

• Air Force: There will be no additional funds for new
plane procurement in the 1951 fiscal year. But additional

funds will be required to offset price rises and meet the

program for 4428 new planes this year to build up to a

69-group force by the end of 1953. This will entail $400
to $600 million more.

• Naval Air: A modest build-up over currently planned

strength for this year is in the wind—but not yet approved

by the Joint Chiefs of Staff. BuAer’s program for pro-

curement of 3357 planes this year is geared to a force

centered on nine large attack carriers. But House Armed
Services Committee’s Vinson, after private office con-

ferences with Chief of Naval Operations Sherman, has

come out for a build-up to a 12-carricr force this year.

This would entail procurement of about 300 more planes.

• Marine Aviation: Joint Chiefs of Staff want Marine
aviation built up to 18 squadrons—about 580 aircraft.

Now programmed for this year: 12 squadrons. But Rep.
Vinson, with the unanimous backing of his Armed Services

Committee, plans an all-out fight for 24 squadrons in

January. This would mean 770 Marine aircraft—about
385 more than the Corps now has. It will be a hot battle.

What to Watch For

Tactical Air Showdown. Air Force and Army will battle

in open for control of tactical aviation at public hearings

before the House Armed Services Committee, probably

shortly after Congress reconvenes in late November. But
the committee's chairman, Rep. Vinson, has already

decided where tactical aviation is going to be—with USAF.

“Modernized” Carrier. Navy will get the go-ahead

from Congress-as soon as it asks—to move forward with

its new “modernized" flush-deck carrier. Navy has aban-

doned its “super" carrier, United States—dubbed “The
Sitting Duck”—designed for long-range bombers. It was

the Navy’s bid for USAF's role of strategic bombing. The
new carrier will be designed for smaller tactical jet aircraft

and maximum mobility.

Electronics Center. USAF will start moving equipment
to its new electronics center at the $66 million Griffis

AFB, Rome, N, Y., late in November. It is being moved
from Wright Field, Watson Laboratories at Eatontown,
N. J., and Cambridge Field Station, near Boston.

International Air Traffic Nosedive? Unless Congress

promptly makes legislative amends during its recess session

this winter, this is in the books.

The Communist Control Act is hitting U. S. inter-

national air carriers from both sides.

Under its provision against immigration, or even short

stay visits in this country, of any European who at any
time in his life has been associated with a totalitarian

movement. State Dept, is drastically cutting down Europe-
to-U. S. air business by refusing visas to virtually all

Italians and a substantial segment of the population of

most other European countries.

But the measure also makes airlines subject to a fine

of $1000, plus responsibility for transportation back home,
plus expenses while in this country, of any immigrant who
might be designated as undesirable up to five years after.
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PRODUCTION
NAA Wage Pact

New agreement insures

against work stoppages

for next three years.

North American Aviation Inc. has

just bought some “insurance’’ against

labor troubles for the next three years

by signing a contract for that period

covering 11,170 of its employes in the

UAW-CIO bargaining unit for the

Los Angeles, Long Beach and Downey
plants. North American total employ-

ment stands at 18,725.

Believed to be the first long-term

labor contract for a major airframe

manufacturer, the new agreement

provides for:

• Nine cents an hour general pay

• Additional five cents an hour for

certain skilled job classifications.

• Costof-living formula which will

serve as a wage base for the life of the

contract.

• Increased insurance benefits with no

additional cost to company employes.

• Stronger union security clause pro-

viding for a modified union shop.

The contract continues a pledge of

no strikes or lockouts during the

period, and provides that all contract

issues are settled until Oct. 22, 1953,

except that wage rates are to be open

for renegotiation, once after 1 8 months.

Discussions will be opened soon with

three other unions representing North

American employes: AFL Teamsters,

United Welders of America, and Police

& Firemen’s Benefit Assn.

Weekly and salaried employes at

North American will receive a pay in-

crease similar to that accorded the

union members effective Oct. 23, and
provisions for cost of living allowance

and increased insurance benefits are

being worked out for this group.

Pay increases altogether will boost

North American’s payroll approximately

$4 million on an annual basis.

J. H. Kindelberger, North American

board chairman, called the agreement
“A great contribution to national secur-

ity and a strong stabilizing influence in

this period of international tension.”

Air Force Bid Invitations
Bid openings are 20-30 days after approxi-

mate issue dates shown in the following bid

proposals. Bid sets containing specifications

for items to be procured mil be sent to

qualified applicants who state bid invitation

One bid set will be available for exami-

nation without obligation by prospective

biddders, after bid publication date, at each

of the seven AMC procurement field offices.

This will enable firms to see specifications

before writing or telegraphing for their own
bid sets.

Procurement field office locations: Boston
Army Base, Boston 10, Mass.; Government
Aircraft Plant No. 4. Ft. Worth 1, Tex.; 39

S. LaSalle St.. Chicago 3; Wrieht-Patterson

AFB, Dayton. Ohio; West Warren and
Longo Aves.. Detroit 32; 155 W. Wash-
ington Blvd.. Los Angeles; 67 Broad St.,

N. Y. 4.

INVITATIONS

DC-6 Orders

Hit $100 Million
Sharply increased orders for DC-6

airliners promise to keep Douglas Air-

craft’s Santa Monica production lines

rolling along at a good rate for the next

couple of years-just as greatly boosted

military commitments have enhanced

the picture at the company’s Long

Beach and El Segundo plants.

The company’s four-engined com-

mercial plane backlog has soared to 91

planes valued at about $100 million,

with 68 of the orders coming in during

the past 30 days. Company spokesmen

say that this backlog assures DC-6 pro-

duction into the spring or summer of

1952.

Douglas’ various production lines are

or will soon be working on at least ten

different airplane models:

• Santa Monica will handle the DG6,
DC-6A, DC-6B, R6D-1 (Navy DC-6A),

and R4D-8 (Navy’s Super DC-3).

• Long Beach is engaged on the C-124A

Globemaster II and demothballing of

a sizable number of B-26 Invaders, also

some B-47 subcontracts.

• El Segundo will be busy on the AD
Skyraider, F3D Skynight and A2D Sky-

Backlogs Boosted—The first nine

months of this year gave the company

sales of nearly $100 million. Backlog

was doubled in the last three months

of this period to $625,498,840 (at June

30, unfilled orders were $270,546,000).

The sharp jump is attributed primarily

to increased 1951 appropriations and

supplemental orders resulting from the

Korean crif''

$55.

iompany w
.888.414, v

to $124.96 per share. Present total em-

ployment for the three plants is 22,716.

PRODUCTION BRIEFING

Lockheed Aircraft Services, Inc.,

Burbank, will recondition and modify

an undisclosed number of Boeing C-97s

under USAF contract.

Boeing Aircraft Co., has increased em-

ployment at its Seattle plants by about

2000 since the start of the Korean hos-

tilities. Employment now is over the

20,000 mark. Wichita division em-

ployes have increased by 1600 to over

11,700. The company’s entire engineer-

ing division now totals slightlv over

3800 persons, and approximately 500

more will be added to the Seattle

plants before the end of 1951’s first

quarter. About 80 more engineers will

be put on at Wichita during the same
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Northrop Scorpion Assembly Lines Roll
Production of the two-seater all-

weather F-89 Scorpion is well under
way by Northrop Aircraft at Haw-
thorne, Calif. An undisclosed but con-

siderable number of the thin-wing,

twin-jet fighters has been ordered by
the USAF.
The pictures at left and below are the

first to be released showing how the

company has set up its production

Top photo depicts how the Scor-

pion's fuselage is built iri halves, with

fixtures so arranged to provide ample
working space. Cabinets and racks in

the center store necessary parts and
tools within easy reach. Air and elec-

trical connections are built into the

After the fuselage halves are com-
pleted, they are lifted from the jigs by

cranes and moved to the rear of the

area to be fitted with plumbing, wiring

and other equipment. Center view

shows fuselages after the halves have

been joined. Parts required for instal-

lation are stocked in racks in front of

each fuselage section. Simple parts lists

attached to each rack provides a per-

petual inventory of parts on hand.

The picture below shows part of the

final assembly procedure. Here wings,

with landing gear, have been installed.

Fuselage sections in the preceding view

have moved across the rear of the plant

and down, picking up wings and tails.

The accent on pre-installation of much
equipment greatly reduces final assem-

bly time since only a few men work at

the same time in the heavily crowded
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. . . use the oil seal that’s designed to save space!

Only 2 simple parts:

The Johns-Manvillc Clipper Seal consist

II) moulded body and a specially^

1ms EXPLODED VIEW of the rev-

olutionary, new Sier-Bath Gear
Coupling shows how Clipper Seals

helped oneenterprisingmanufacturer

achieve simplicity and compactness

in the design of his product.

The result is a thoroughly stream-

lined gear coupling-comprised of

that it can be taken apart—and reas-

sembled—in a few minutes.

Clipper Seal's simple design pro-

vided important space-saving advan-

tages that helped make this possible.

Seals of a narrow flange section were

used to permit making the oil seal

cavities of minimum depth. Com-

posed of a rigid heel and a flexible

lip moulded as a single unit, each seal

does an efficient job of retaining oil

and excluding dirt, moisture and cor-

If you are looking for an oil seal

that will help streamline your prod-

Ciipper Seal's many advantages.They

are available in various lip designs

faces, in sizes to fit shaft diameters

from Fa" up to 66” and for tempera-

tures up to 450 F. Just write Johns-

Manville, Box 290, New York 16,

N. Y. Ask for brochure PK-46A.

Johns-Manville CLIPPER SEALS



BOSTON'S BEDFORD AIRPORT
One of the Finest in New England

This BIG SPACIOUS . . . friendly airport, located smack in

the busy center of New England's flying activities, is a

bright spot on anyone’s air map. Transient and local

flyers have discovered the many advantages of its mod-
ern equipment, complete and efficient services and the

cooperative . .
.
genuinely hospitable spirit of the East

Coast Aviation Corporation, its management and work-
ing personnel.

It's not surprising that Bedford Airport is patronized

heavily by private flyers, cargo carriers, military units

and research flying. Nor is it surprising that such an
airport provides its customers with top quality Cities

Service aviation products and services . . . exclusively.

For throughout the nation you’ll see more and more
alert, well-managed airports displaying the bright, fa-

miliar green and white sign of Cities Service.

CHECK THESE EXTRAS

Convenient location—complete C.A.A. authorized

maintenance—control tower, radio and night light-

ing facilities <24 hrs.), including omni-directional

homing beacon and flashing air beacon — three

7000' runways—flying school—charter service—res-

taurant—and only 20 minutes to downtown Boston

by bus or "drive-yourself” auto.

Cities Service Aviation Gasolenes
Cities Service Koolmotor and

Cities Service Aero Oils

Cities Service Cisco Solvent Engine Cleaner

Cities Service Aero Greases and
Aviation Specialty Lubricants

SERVICECITIES

AVIATION PRODUCTS
New York • Chicago • In

20

the South: Ark, Oil Co.

AERONAUTICAL ENGINEERING

New Props for Turbine Power
Series developed by Curtiss-Wright specifically designed for

turboprop service in subsonic, transonic, supersonic ranges.

By Irving Stone

In one rapid sweep, aeronautical en-

gine progression took us from piston-

propeller power to the turbojet. But a
period of engineering reflection and
technical consolidation has given us a
middle-ground development—the turbo-

prop-in which the propeller is playing

a major role.

Though the turbine-propeller speed

potential is below that of the jet, it

nevertheless offers a reasonable value

in the present-day aircraft speed spec-

trum coupled with better takeoff and
increased range. And propeller tech-

nicians feel that propeller efficiency can

be higher than that of the pure jet

even into the supersonic regime.

Refinements Needed—While aero-

dynamic requirements for turboprop

engine propellers are generally similar

to those on piston powcrplants, the

higher power of the turboprop has

necessitated blade refinements in pitch

distribution, section thicknesses, airfoil

sections and planform.

And as in piston engines, specific

propeller types are indicated for in-

dividual turboprop applications and for

different types of aircraft service. Thus,
diameters will vary, single and dual

rotation will be required, and con-

figurations will be adapted to fit the

varying requirements of the subsonic,

transonic and supersonic speed ranges.

Loss Factors—Where the forward

speed of the plane is low, the subsonic

prop is adequate and gives high effi-

ciency. But, as the forward speed of

the plane is increased, the design rota-

tional speed of the subsouic prop has

to be decreased to hold a tip speed of

about Mach 1 to keep drag losses down,
resulting in high induced losses.

In the supersonic propeller, the de-

sign rotational speed is increased at high
airplane speed to lower induced losses.

To reduce profile drag losses, the blade

is made very thin along its entire

length. In practice, a large portion of

the exposed blade will be operating at

supersonic speed even though the air-

craft may be operating above or below
that speed.

Single-Rotation Models
(Subsonic)

* (shp.) (S.I„ static) . . 2500-5000 5000-7500 5000-7500 7500-10.000

Dual-Rotation Models
(Subsonic or Transonic)

SI i Blades Eight Blades .

C(68UHS-A C(6|S»64S-A C«^8)S4S-A C(8g)863-Ii

^moip'proji I250-U50 1250^1450 iioo'fsoo 2400-2650
te (up.) (S.L. static) . . 5000-7500 7500-10.000 7500-10,000 10.000-20,000
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New Prop Series—Anticipating the
wide use of turboprop engines in mili-

tary and commercial craft, the Propeller

division of Curtiss-Wright Corp. has

concentrated its research and develop-
ment on prop designs specially intended
to harness gas turbine power in three
regimes of flight-subsonic, transonic

and supersonic.

Known as the "Turbolectric” series,

job of these props and associated con-
trol assemblies will be to cope with the
considerably higher powers of the
turboprop-even up to 20,000 hp.—and
its critical over-speed and over-tempera-

ture requirements.

Status—While from a strict service

point-of-view, this new series of props
might still be considered developmental
project, Curtiss-Wright technicians state

that the subsonic and transonic units

are ready for experimental use at this

stage of refinement.

They say that for any conceivable

installations in sight today, the blades

for such props arc ready to go into

production; that the problem is merely
one of adaption to specific turboprop

For the supersonic prop, a period of

initial developmental proving will be
required.

The single-unit forged steel hub and
the electro-mechanical pitch-changing

mechanism, similar to that on pro-

duction propellers used on the B-36, arc

already service-proven.

Steel Makeup—Blade material for the

supersonic prop, says C-W, at least in

the present stage of metal development,
necessarily will be steel because of the

structural properties required.

For props in the subsonic and tran-

sonic class, where diameters exceed 13-

1 5 ft., the material also must be steel,

C-W feels, because solid aluminum
alloy blades in this larger size are

heavier for adequate strength.

Use of steel permits a hollow blade,

to give a low weight/strength ratio.

The supersonic blade might or might
not be hollow, depending on propeller

diameter.

Diameters, Thicknesses—Diameters of

the subsonic and transonic props gen-

erally are equivalent to those of con-

ventional propellers. The supersonic

prop would necessarily be smaller be-

cause of the higher rotational speed,

for the same installation.

In the subsonic category, tip thick-

ness ratio (thickncss/chord) will be
about 5 percent; in the transonic series,

about 3-4 percent; and in the super-

sonic unit, thickness ratio will be con-

siderably less.

Blade Configuration-Blade planform

is essentially rectangular, with high

blade activity factor and total solidity

designed to efficiently absorb the large

powers of the turboprop. And the

blade’s square end will ease fabrication
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SCINTILLA IjOW tension

IGNITION SYSTEM
/

-irlines never compromise with quality, performance

or safety— This is reason enough why, more and more, they are

converting their ignition systems from high tension

to low tension. . . . Because of the redesign of voltage circuits

and the location of ignition coils close to the

spark plugs, electrode life is more than doubled and ignition

interference with radio reception is greatly reduced.

SCINTILLA MAGNETO DIVISION OF
SIDNEY, NEW YORK

23

SIDNEY,



THE NEW ADEL 3-WAY,|

*

problems. C-W says there arc no aero-

dynamic losses involved in using this

squared tip shape instead of the ellip-

tical or round tip, since no difference in

efficiency or these shapes has been
found within the accuracy of testing.

Blade sections are the low-drag

NACA 16- or 6-series. Design lift co-

efficients (camber) are selected to give

optimum preformancc in accordance

with installation requirements.

Ranges Intended—The accompanying
chart of single and dual rotation schemes
shows how the Turbolectric propellers

might fit the various speed regimes.

The single rotation, subsonic unit

would be applicable for airplane Mach
numbers up to approximately 0.8.

The subsonic, dual rotation prop

actually would be a high subsonic and

low transonic unit with a range up to

aboutM 0.85. ( l ire dual rotation prop

gives a slightly higher efficiency, but
involves more weight.)

The transonic unit, encompassing
speeds to aboutM 0.9, also would have
dual rotation.

And for application from about M
0.8 into the supersonic regime, the

single rotation device again would take

However, as a first approximation,

single rotation probably will be used in

subsonic applications and dual in the

transonic use, although this use- gen-

erality will be qualified, depending on
specific problems. Thus, a flying boat

might use dual rotation, smaller props

for adequate water clearance.

Efficiencies Claimed—C-W says that

flight and wind-tunnel tests show that

flight efficiencies of the subsonic and
transonic props are at substantially high

levels—80-90 percent at cruising speeds,

and 80 percent at speeds up to 500-

600 mph.
The supersonic prop, they sav, will

maintain equivalent high-speed effi-

ciency into the supersonic region.

Takeoff performance is expected to

be at relatively high values— li to 3 lb.

static thrust per horsepower, depending

on propeller type, installation require-

ments, and relative importance of other

operating conditions.

Pitch change mechanism for the sub-

sonic and transonic propellers for single

and dual rotation are shown in accom-

panying sketches. Pitch change mecha-

nism for supersonic applications will

involve the same principles, but prob-

ably will require detail design differ-

Single-Rotation Pitch Change—Pitch

change is accomplished by power ob-

tained directly from the rotation of the

propeller shaft. Electrically actuated

mechanical clutches transmit this power

to a differential inter-gearing system

located between the stationary Rousing

on the engine nose and the blades.

Two electrically energized pitch ac-
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tuation clutches are used during normal Sun gear (7) is coupled to the blade

flight operation, one for increase (1) gear (13) through the pinion gear (11)

the other for decrease (2). When a and worm gear (12). Upon completion

control signal actuates one of these of the control signal the clutch dis-

clutches, it also disengages the fixed engages, and the brake (3) engages to

pitch brake (3). Gearing from the maintain the adjusted blade angle,

propeller shaft (4) is then coupled To provide necessary power for effec-

through the actuated clutch and the five pitch change operation at low

propeller movable ring gear (5) to the rotational propeller speeds, an electric

intcr-gearing assembly. This assembly motor (14) is used for completion of

enables energy to be transmited from the feathering cvcle, initiation of un-

thc stationary pitch changing mecha- feathering, and for adjusting pitch to

nism to the rotating hub. the starting angle as well as to that for

During fixed pitch, the brake (3) is any other static operation,

engaged and both propeller shaft sun When power is supplied to the

gear (6) and pitch change sun gear (7) feather motor, which is normally dis-

rotate with the propeller shaft or hub. engaged from the gearing by electric

thus turning planet gears (8 and 9) motor clutch (15), the dutch couples

meshed with the fixed ring gear (10) the motor to the movable ring gear (5).

and the movable ring gear (5). which The electric brake (3) is released when

is then stationary. power is supplied to either the clutch

When power is transmitted by clutch or the electric feather motor,

actuation to the movable ring gear (5), Dual-Rotation Change—Pitch change

it rotates in relation to the fixed ring mechanism for dual-rotation props is

gear (10). This change of relationship, essentially the same as that for a single-

acting through planet gears (8 and 9), rotation unit, except for the added

causes the movable pitch change sun gearing required to operate the outboard

gear (7) to rotate in relation to the hub. blades. This gearing is similar to that

WITTEK
STAINLESS STEEL

HOSE CLAMPS

The Wittek Type FBSS

Aviation HOSE CLAMP
Utilizing the Wittek Flonting Bridge,
the FBSS has been tested and proved
for dependable service on all types of
aircraft applications.

The Wittek Type WWD
Aviation HOSE CLAMP

Available in all standard aircraft sizes,

the WWD is also furnished in large

diameters up to 12" for duct and other

special applications. Permits easy in-

stallation when hose is in place.
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Thai's good news, when you add it to Ihe estab-
lished fact that BOOTS self-locking, all-metal, one-
piece construction:

RESISTS VIBRATION with a positive force
through a unique locking principle. HEX-LOK
provides fastening and locking surfaces inte-
grated in one structural unit.

RESISTS STRUCTURAL BREAKDOWN due to
frequent, radical temperature changes.

HEX-LOK is available in all popular sizes.

When you need high torque retention, high re-
usability, simplified maintenance, less weight, IN-
SIST on Ihe BOOTS HEX-LOK!

HEX-LOK is satisfying a wide variety of applica-
tions for aircraft engines and airframes at tempera-
tures up to 7200“ f.

Inquire about the complete line

of BOOTS self-locking nuts.

used to transmit the pitch change power
from the stationary housing to the

rotating inboard hub, except that the

gearing is a partial differential and must
operate through the inboard hub, which

is turning in the opposite direction.

Referring to the dual rotation gearing

ikctch, the outboard planet gears (16-

17) are mounted on shaft (18), oper-

ating through the pinion and worm
gear assemblies (11-12) in the inboard

hub. Rotation of the movable ring

gear (5) is transmitted through these

planet gears (16-17) to the outboard

pitch change sun gear (19) coupled to

the outboard blade gear (22) through

pinion gear (20) and worm gear (21).

Sizes of planet gears (16-17) nave been

selected to hold the outboard pitch

change sun gear (19) stationary with

respect to the outboard hub upon com-
pletion of the control signal.

Blade angles and rates of pitch change

of the inboard and outboard propellers

can be selected to equalize the torque

loading between the propellers as re-

quired by the particular installation.

Control System—This consists of a

propeller-mounted governor and a co-

ordinator, designed to operate in con-

junction with the specific power control

system of the turboprop. The C-W
control system for engine-propeller com-
binations presently being developed is

divided into two operational phases:

• The governing regime is utilized to

provide constant-speed operation during

takeoff and all (light conditions. Co-
ordination of turbine power and pro-

peller blade angle is automatically

controlled by the propeller and power
coordinators.

• The Beta regime (blade angle follow-

up) is utilized for all ground handling

operations, including reverse thrust.

Turbine power and propeller blade angle

settings follow the position of the power
control lever in accordance with a

scheduled relationship.

Governing—Operation of the control

lever, within the governing regime,

changes the settings of both the propel-

ler governor and the turbine control, as

scheduled bv the propeller and power
control coordinators. The governor is

mounted on the aftside of the propeller

mechanism and is connected to pilot's

control lever through the propeller co-

ordinator, as shown in the accompany-
ing control schematic.

The governor, utilizing small differ-

ential gears, mechanically compares the

engine rpm. to that of a reference speed

source and produces a pitch change

signal to correct any existing error.

Acceleration sensitivity is provided to

give best performance and stability.

This bladc-anglc-desircd signal from
the governor is transmitted to the pro-

peller pitch change mechanism where
it is compared mechanically to the

existing blade angle. Output of this
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comparison controls the operation of

the pitch change mechanism.
'The reference speed source is a syn-

chronous motor controlled by a variable

frequency power supply in the prop

coordinator. When used on multi-

engine aircraft, the power supply can

be made to furnish a common reference

speed for all engines to obtain syn-

chronized constant speed operational

condition.

The electrical speed reference is

supplemented by a standby, flyweight

governor which detects any malfunction

of the synchronous motor system and
automatically assumes control as the

reference speed source in such mal-

functioning.

Separate switch is provided for man-
ually setting the flyweight governor in

the event an rpm.-change is desired

during standby governor operation.

Follow-Up—Motion of the power
lever in the Beta regime (blade angle

follow-up) operates a potentiometer in

the propeller coordinator. Output of

this potentiometer is compared to the

output of one on the blade pitch in-

dicator in the propeller, and the voltage

difference is utilized to signal the re-

quired blade angle change.

Feathering is controlled by an in-

dividual switch, mounted near pilot’s

control lever. Operation of this switch

overrides all other controls and ener-

gizes the increase pitch clutch device

directly.

C-W says that as control require-

ments change due to further turboprop

and aircraft development, the present

control system can be modified to pro-

vide for such features as constant speed

in reverse, additional blade angle stops,

etc., with no anticipated change in the

system's basic elements.

Engine-Prop Control—A complete

system for coordinated control of both

constant speed engine rpm. by fuel flow

regulation and turbine power by blade

angle control also is under development

at C-W.
Spinners—For installation in which

the compressor air is admitted imme-
diatelv behind the prop disk, NACA

. type D and E nose air inlet spinners

could be used.

The type D spinner is lighter, simpler

in design than the type E, less sensitive

to ice formation. It probably would be

suitable for installations where an inlet

pressure recovery of approximately 90

percent is acceptable. The type E
spinner will provide greater inlet pres-

sure recovery-approximately 95-98 per-

Ice Factors—Icc-protcction schemes

for blades and spinners arc electrically

heated, thermal systems of either the

external or internal heating element

T'ire external system uses rubber heat-

ing elements cemented to the leading

edges of the blades and to spinner

surface.

Internal system utilizes a tubular

steel, sheathed heating element, brazed

along the fillet in the leading edge of

the blade, supplemented by rubber

elements cemented to the inside of the

plates on either side of tire leading

edge.

The rubber heating elements are

also used on the inside of the spinner

An alternate heated-air type thermal

system operates with heated air from

a propeller-mounted burner or from

other sources, ducted through both the

hollow blade and the spinner.

Boosts Webbing Life

A new process for treating strands

of Nylon webbing used in parachute

harness, to boost the part's service life,

has been devised by the Air Materiel

Command's material lab.

Merlon-BR is the commercial resin

used. It docs not penetrate the fibers,

but functions as an adhesive to prevent

separation and fraying.

Abrading machine tests, in which the

material was pulled back and forth over

parachute harness buckles, showed that

the treated webbing exhibited three

times the wear resistance of the un-

treated type.

AVIHA Sfreci<zti4t4.
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SYNTHETIC HOSE > METALLIC HOSE

FOR ALL FLUID SYSTEMS

THROUGHOUT A WIDE TEMPERATURE RANGE

1

• Avica Synthetic Rubber and flexible

metal hose with integral angle couplings.

• Avica Swivel Flange couplings for alu-

minum and stainless steel tubing.

• Avica Fire Resistant support clamps for

flexible and rigid pipes and electric cables.

• Avica Special Design assemblies to solve

awkward installation problems.

THERE IS AN AVICA HOSE ASSEMBLY
FOR EVERY AVIATION APPLICATION.

SKETCHES AND

REQUIREMENT.

AVICA
EAST MAIN ROAD

CORPO RATION
PORTSMOUTH, NEWPORT, RHODE ISLAND

IN EUROPE

AVICA EQUIPMENT, Ltd.
SO PALL MALL

LONDON, S. W. 1, ENGLAND
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Taking the measure of atmospheric pressure dates

back to Torricelli’s mercury column in 1643.

Subsequently, the aneroid—or fluidless—barometer

was developed. But while it offered a much higher degree of

portability, there was also a corresponding sacrifice ofaccuracy

.

In fact, not until the advent of the first sensitive altimeter

—engineered by Kollsman—was the aneroid diaphragm recognized

to be an extremely reliable gauge of pressure differential.

The pointer of the Kollsman 8o,ooo-foot Sensitive Altimeter accurately

indicates a change of fifty feet while the positive diaphragm

movement is only one ten-thousandth of an inch.

This outstanding example of precision engineering and careful

manufacturing technique typifies Kollsman leadership in the fields

of aircraft instrumentation, optics and electro-mechanical controls.

KOLLSMAN RIRCRRFT INSTRUMENTS

||||
SQUHRE n COMPBNY

NACA Reports on

Sweptback Wings
One of the basic research problems

handed to the National Advisory Com-
mittee for Aeronautics was to obtain

flap and aileron design criteria for wings

having planforms suitable for transonic

and supersonic airplanes.

A report is now available on part of

this very broad study devoted to in-

vestigating the lift and lateral control

characteristics of an untapered, low-

aspect-ratio wind. The problem has

been extended to cover different de-

grees of sweep, and the use of 25-pcr-

ccnt chord plain unsealed flaps or

ailerons of various spans and spanwisc

locations. A limitation to this particular

study has been set by considering only

low-speed characteristics.

NACA Note-One small section of

the overall problem has recently been

reported in NACA Tech. Note 2169.

“Wind-Tunnel Investigation at Low
Speed of a 45-dcg. Sweptback Un-

tapered Semispan Wing of Aspect Ra-

tio 1.59 Equipped with 25-percent-

chord Plain Flaps”. Authors are Harold

S. Johnson and John R. Hagerman, of

Langley Aeronautical Laboratory.

This lengthily-described wing was

tested at flap deflections up to 60 deg.:

lift, drag, pitching-moment and hinge-

moment data were obtained.

The wing tested had a 45-deg. sweep-

back, an aspect ratio of 1.59, and a taper

ratio of 1.0. Sections normal to the

leading edge were NACA 64A010.
Tests were conducted in the 7x10

ft., 300-mph. tunnel at Langley, at a

dynamic pressure of about 100 psf.

Corresponding Mach number was 0.27:

Reynolds number, 6,300,000.

A variety of flap spanwise locations

were tested at as many as seven flap

deflections.

In General—'Hie investigation yielded

general conclusions about the behavior

of the particular wing involved.

First of these was that the trends in

lift, drag, pitching- and hinge-moment
due to angle of attack, flap deflection,

flap span or location were similar to.

but of different magnitude from those

for unswept wings.

Second was that the existing methods
(both theoretical and empirical) for pre-

dicting lift effectiveness of flaps of vari-

ous spans checked well with the experi-

mental results.

Third was because of the decreased

lift-drag ratio with flaps deflected, there

might be an advantage in limiting flap

deflections to 30 deg., at the expense of

slight gains in lift coefficient at the

higher angles. If steeper glide paths arc

needed, then flap deflections could be
increased above the arbitrarily-defined

value of 30 deg.
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Canberra Mk. 2, tactical version

of England’s first jet bomber, is

now in production. It will be the
first version of the Canberra to

enter service with the Royal Air

Mk. 2 carries a three-man crew
in a pressurized cabin; recognition

differences from Mk. 1 are trans-

parent plastic nose fairing and
window on port side.

Wingspan of Canberra is 6d
ft.; length, 65 ft. 6 in.; height, 15
ft. 7 in. Power is from two Rolls-

Royce Avon jets currently devel-

oping over 6000 lb. thrust.

At recent SBAC Famborough
display, plane demonstrated amaz-
ing maneuverability combined
with high speed.

COWf TNC
i,llcl ™g “ bci“8 positioned over attachment points on forward portion cp ATriVC arrangement for Canberra’s
of sciui-inonocoquc structure. Base ring mounts against similar ring in ofiAlll'Ilz m ]„( j|,js ejector scat

g panel; design appears heavy enough tc

riTCrr A cylindrical midsection is

P U&lbLAfjlh structural heart of plane.

Points of interest include simple, massive

wing hinge and secondary fittings defining

wing root shape and size of bomb bay. Fuse-

lage is completed with addition of tail sec-

tion and cockpit.

OTTT’PTf PATVPT trailing portion ,, yy, y .... w/riv-/-' shows finger-type dive brakes and forward engine-bearing ring.

UUllhK rAi>P,L, shows heaV j.,
lUlyili WllM* Dense wing rivcl pattera at skin

j
oints and hose at engine ring

boxy strnc'.urcs; emphasize wing area. suggest integral fuel tanks in leading edges of Canberra's thick wing panels.

WTIVf’ Hr AM Canberra: Component assembly in jig (right) and completed beam.
Wll'lsj f'iiAlVl Noteworthy is the rugged construction of ring carry-thru.



GLIDAIRPREP-BOND
Primer Adopted by Beech

HALVES FINISHING TIME!

DOUBLES CORROSION RESISTANCE

!

The amazing man-hour savings and improved final results made

possible by the new Glidair Prep-Bond Aircraft Primer have

been proved by Beech Aircraft Corporation in production of

their all-painted Bonanza models. Here is their experience:

2. A 3-color enamel finish is applied in one-half the time pre-

o peeling of enamel when masking tapes are

been practically eliminated.

Beech has achieved all these advantages without increase in mate-

rial costs! Try Glidair Prep-Bond Primer yourself— it combines

surface preparation and priming in one operation . . . cuts finish-

ing time in half . . . increases corrosion resistance.

THE GLIDDEN COMPANY
AVIATION SALES HEADQUARTERS

11001 MADISON AVENUE • CLEVELAND 2, OHIO

GLIDAIR
fc/v eMiypu/ipoie I

Thin Airfoil Section

Tested at Low Speed
The high-speed aerodynamic char-

acteristics of thin airfoil sections are

well-known by now. Not so well-known
are their low-speed characteristics.

The National Advisory Committee
for Aeronautics has recently issued

Tech. Note 2172 "Low-Speed Investiga-

tion of the Stalling of a Thin, Faired.

Double-Wedge Airfoil with Nose Flap."

Altered Section—The airfoil tested by
the NACA was a modified double-wedge

section, derived from a symmetrical

section of 4.5 percent maximum thick-

ness. Midchord portions of the airfoil

were rounded, top and bottom, with

arcs of a circle tangent to the 42.5 and
57.5-percent chord stations. Resultant

actual thickness of the airfoil was 4.25

percent chord.

It was known that the stalling char-

acteristics of thin, pointed airfoil sec-

tions could be improved with the use of

nose flaps, and it was this particular

type of flap that the NACA dealt with.

Four different flap chords were used—
12, 16, 20 and 25 percent of the section

chord—and the flaps were connected to

the model by a continuous hinge.

Comprehensive Studies—NACA’s in-

vestigation covered force characteristics,

pressure distribution and flow studies

for the basic airfoil and the flapped

Results showed that the basic section

(unflapped) stalled due to flow separa-

tion from the entire upper surface, first

evidenced at the leading edge at a small

positive angle of attack. When the
angle of attack was increased, the dis-

tance required for the separated flow

to reattach increased.

With the nose flap deflected less than

angles of 20 deg,, stall behavior was
similar to that of the basic section.

When the flap was deflected to an-

ples greater than 20 dep.. flow separa-

tion started at the trailing edee also,

near maximum lift. Prime effect of the

deflection of the nose flap was to dclav

the start of leading-edge separation.

There were no significant differences

noted in stall characteristics with varia-

tions in the flap-chord ratio, at least

over the range of ratios considered.

Some typical values of maximum lift

coefficient fora 12-percent chord nose
flan: Basic section. 0.86: 10-deg. flap

deflection. 1.0: 20-dcg. flap deflection.

1.13; 30-deg. flap deflection. 1.28. These
are section data, and apnlv for the

modified double-wedge section at a

Reynolds' number of 5,800,000 and a

Mach number of 0.17.

Authors of the Tech. Note are

Leonard M. Rose and John M. Altman,
of Ames Aeronautical Laboratory, Mof-
fett Field, Calif.
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B-36 Engine Tests

Consolidated Vultcc Aircraft Corp.

is supplementing B-36 flight data with

runs on a new engine test stand in-

corporating a section of the craft's huge

wing mounting an R-4360 inboard

nacelle.

Purpose of this Ft. Worth division

installation is to check service life of

nacelle components and obtain perform-

ance data on the engine and its acccs-

The propeller used on the test stand's

R-4360 is a Curtiss-Wright square-ended

blade unit with thin tips to combat
compressibility effects. Present B-36

production prop is round-tipped. Re-

liable sources indicate that all B-36s

coming off the production line will be
fitted with the square-tipped unit.

Convair's ground test setup allows a

series of successive runs and permits

accumulation of certain engine data

more rapidly and economically than in

flight trials.

The test stand simulates conditions

of the B-36 instalkition in engine

ground-runup, full military takeoff

power, cruising speed, and operation at

intermediate speeds.

The stand's large lower work plat-

form is moved back under the wing
section during runs, to "provide prop

clearance.

Flight-Test Video
Feasibility of television as a flight

testing aid to replace the pilot in high-

speed experimental planes is being ex-

plored in two war-surplus F-24s (A-24

Douglas Dauntless and Navy SBD).
Results already indicate that the TV

plan will be successful and ready for

application soon.

According to the Central Air Docu-
ment Office Technical Data Digest, one
or two video cameras will replace the

pilot, to record all instrument findings,

in tests which might endanger his life.

Radio waves from the ground will con-

trol maneuvers of the high-speed craft.

The pilot will still be used to handle

routine flight tests.

The Air Materiel Command's equip-

ment lab and electronics subdivision

engineers arc working closely with tech-

nicians of Lear, Inc. and the Philco

Corp. to groom TV for the flight-test-

aid role.

Lear technicians arc developing^ the

the craft from the ground. Present

Navv. AF remote control systems can

duplicate many but not all maneuvers.

CADO reports, but the Lear develop-

ment is expected to overcome this.

Philco engineers are working to make
TV adaptable to severe flight condi-

tions.
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Ask Alcoa for these

Hiaht-Melal Trainin ii Aids
Alcoa’s complete library of design and fabri-

cating information on aluminum and magnesium

is available now to help you train new

employees—add to the know-how of your

experienced men. Prepared by specialists, these

sound films and technical manuals are a con-

densation of Alcoa's 62 years of light metal

experience. They can help to solve your design

problems. Save precious time in specifying,

fabricating, and in training.

SPINNING. Bosic instruction in manual, DRAWING, STRETCHING, STAMP- BIANKING AND PIERCING. Sheet TUBE AND SHAPE BENDING. Cor-

36

TECHNICAL MANUALS
for Reference and Self Study

FORMING ALCOA ALUMINUM. De- RIVETING ALCOA ALUMINUM. Cov-

driving methods, selection of rivet olloy;

aircraft riveting. 56 pages. 1 9 tables.

19 illustrations.

MACHINING ALCOA ALUMINUM
AND ITS ALLOYS. Discusses best tools,

speeds and feeds. 68 pages. 6 tables;

21 illustrations.

WELDING AND BRAZING ALCOA
ALUMINUM. Useful shop manual on all

welding techniques, including tungsten-

arc. Describes various methods of braz-

ing. 130 pages. 18 tables.52 illustrations.

ALCOA ALUMINUMAND ITS ALLOYS.
Design information and lobular data on

DESIGNING WITH MAGNESIUM. Com-
plete guide to specification. Includes

coting^instructions. 324 pages.72tables.

HOW TO GET WHAT YOU NEED

All sound films and technical manuals described are available

through your nearby Alcoa sales office. If you prefer, send your

request to the address below. Manuals are free. Films may be

borrowed or purchased, for use in your 16mm or 35mm sound

projector. For more complete details on all Alcoa films and manu-

als, send for your copy of the “Alcoa Library” booklet. Aluminum

Gompany of America, 1800K Gulf Bldg., Pittsburgh 19, Penna.

ALCOA
ALUMINUM

AND

MAGNESIUM

37



World’s largest producer of ready-to-install power packages for airplanes

SALES & SERVICE

Sinking It Rich in Oil and Fish

Dealers create new markets by demonstrating value

of seaplanes to tidewater oil men and tuna fishers.

By Erwin J. Balkan

The Piper seaplanes operating from
San Diego's tuna fishing fleet and the

Cessnas taking consulting engineers to

oil derricks in the New Orleans delta

have at least one thing in common.
They are both good examples of how
alert aircraft dealers/distributors can

utilize the old saw about selling serv-

ice: Pick the biggest business in your

area and capitalize on it.

In each of these cases two major

tie-in items are being sold—airplanes

and floats.

Fishing Application—Shortly after

World War II, the huge San Diego
tuna fishing boat fleet came under the

scrutiny of M. C. Morgan, a fixed-base

operator at nearby National City, who
saw possibilities in exploiting the re-

connaissance virtues of light floatplanes

to aid the boat operators in fishing.

The Portugese fishermen had a big

problem. Before they could head for

the lucrative tuna grounds they had to

stock up with bait, and finding bait was
a time consuming process.

Morgan knew that a plane, recon-

noitering from the boat, would extend
the bait hunter’s view considerably,

even evaluate and pick out the most
lucrative locations. The savings in time
would be tremendous-easily making up
the cost of plane and pilot needed.

He estimated that there were about
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200 boats in the area capable of han-

dling planes.

He convinced the fishermen on the

merits of all-metal construction and
sold two Luscombes, stressing rugged-

ness and easy maintenance, and also

lined tip pilots to fly them.
Further orders came in and caught

Morgan in a dilcmma-Luscombe had
gone out of business. Morgan had to get

a new source of supply of planes. It

turned out to be Piper and therein lay

another test of salesmanship. Morgan
had to convince the fishermen all over

again on the reliability of fabric cover-

ing. That his persuasion was effective

is evidenced by the fact that he has
sold about 20 of the 25 planes now
ship-based. He now plans to set up a
seaplane base and thus be able to

handle the considerable maintenance
of these scouts.

Serving the Oil Men—The develop-

ment of tidewater oil fields along tne

New Orleans delta has been turned to

good advantage by Cessna dealer Jack

Poelman, head of Delta Air Service,

New Orleans.

The oil field operators in this area

move huge barges containing drilling

rigs to oil sites located along the marsh-
lands, where they sink wells running
about 10,000 ft. deep. One of the im-
portant problems in this operation is

maintaining a certain mud viscosity to

prevent the sides of the well from col-

lapsing until the piping is put into

place. Analysis and treatment of the

mud is handled by specialized mud en-

gineers who visit the sites.

Because of topography these well

sites pose a real problem of accessibil-

ity. Surface travel takes at least a day,

even under favorable conditions.

Poelman analyzed the situation and
then went about selling first a service

and then the product itself. He con-

tacted the mud consulting firm and
worked out a charter deal to transport

the engineer to the well sites. In the in-

terim ne gave the engineer flight les-

When the consulting firm found that

an engineer could visit five sites in about
five hours using a floatplane, sale of the
first plane was practically assured. Now
there are about 25 Cessna 170s en-

gaged in this operation, Poelman hav-

ing sold six of them in one month.
And in addition, he handles all the
maintenance and service. Edo also

views this operation with enthusiasm,
as it is taking one-third of the com-
pany’s commercial float production.

The delta-based operator sees the po-
tential plane market in this area of
activity running to between 200-300
planes. Poelman is in a very good posi-

tion to get the lion’s share of the busi-

ness because of die pioneering he has
done and experience he has gained.

It’s a plush business. The customers
ask for all the extras: custom paint

schemes from the factory, two-way
radio, and the like, running Cessna

170 price close to $10,000. In about
two vears he has realized approximately

S40.000 in clear commissions on sales

as a result of this operation.
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NEW AVIATION PRODUCTS
‘Zips’ up Plane Flaps
A convenient, time-saving part for

aircraft which contributes its bit in

raising overall maintenance efficiency

and speed is a new “pressure sealing

zipper" developed by B. F. Goodrich

Co., Akron, Ohio.

The zipper secures the fabric flap,

used on some planes, which seals off

the space between a control surface and

structural member (for example, be-

tween rudder and fin). One half the

zipper is attached permanently to the

plane structure; the other is cemented

or sewn to the flap which is itself se-

currently is speeding removal of control

surfaces on the B-36, B-47 and P2V,
Goodrich reports.

The zipper quicklv makes a seal that

previously required the tedious removal,

then replacement, of a long row of

screws. The part fastens like a conven-

tional zipper except that the metal

teeth are covered by overlapping rubber

lips that provide a complete seal from

zero pressure up to the structural

strength of the fastener. The zipper

currently is speeding removal of con-

trol surfaces on the B-36, B-47 and
P2V, Goodrich reports.

Obstruction Light
Latest in a varied line of aviation

items marketed by Dave Rumph Co. is

an easily mounted marker-obstruction

light for use with upright masts.

This model, identified by the name
“Telico,” can be mounted directly to

a } in. diameter pipe or mast, without

need for elbow connections or other

intermediate attachments. Side of the

light base carries } in. internal pipe

conduit threads. The unit meets all

CAA and AN requirements, Rumph en-

gineers say.

It carries a fresnal type red lense and
accomodates a standard 100A21 marker
lamp in the porcelain light socket. The
equipment is waterproof and corrosion

resistant; can be provided with holes for

condensation drainage. It weighs less

than 4 lb. Address; P. O. Box 4178,

Ft. Worth, Texas.

Small Actuators
Two new rotary actuators, originally

developed for a production fighter plane,

have been placed on the equipment
counter by Airborne Accessories Corp.

These units, “Rotorette” Models

R-430 and R-440, are adaptable to valve

operation and similar applications. Both

arc identical in performance, but the

latter model has provisions for a posi-

tion-indicating potentiometer or inter-

mediate position switch.

Weighing about 1 lb. each, they

feature load-limiting switches that may
be adjusted to any value up to 50 lb. in.

The motion between travel limits is

controlled by adjustable, positive stops

which cause a reaction on the load limit

switches.

These actuators comply with Speci-

fication AN-M-40. including radio

noise and integral brake requirements,

the firm says. Address: 25 Montgomery
St., Hillside 5, N. J.

Photographs Data
A camera for recording flight test and

other engineering data, following a de-

sign drawn-up by engineers of North
American Aviation Corp., is being pro-

duced by the Fairchild Camera and In-

strument Corp., Pasadena, Calif.

This compact, rugged camera—

a

35mm. motion picture type—has been

engineered to operate efficiently and

accurately under severe evironmental

and operational conditions, Fairchild

says. It has been tested and found

satisfactory through temperatures from
-60 to 160 F., at accelerations up to

12 G and altitudes up to 60,000 ft.

The unit carries interchangeable

Mitchell magazines of 400 or 1000-ft.

capacity and has integral counting cir-

cuits affording a remote means of frame

identification. Design permits film

speed to be remotely adjusted from 4

to 16 frames per second with a con-

stant exposure rate, regardless of frame

The camera also can be operated

a single frame at a time, triggered by

hand or by intervalometer.

Lenses, situated in a focus-calibrated

mount, have sharp definition, high reso-

lution and light transmitting qualities,

the firm states. A precision, dovetail

mounting slide insures exact camera in-

dexing during removal and replacement.

The unit is powered by either 28v. d.c.

or llOv. a.c. current.' Address: West
Coast division, 53 W. Union St., Pasa-

dena 1, Calif.

ALSO ON THE MARKET

Towmotor lift track, in a variation of

revolving barrel grab, now has special

device which picks up. rotates and

dumps heat-treated parts from pot

which it then returns to annealing de-

partment for a refill. Made by Tow-
motor Corp., 1226 E. 152 St.. Cleve-

land 10, Ohio.

Rods and bars are cut at high speed with

air-operated “Di-Acro Power Parter”.

Handling steel bar stock up to I in. dia..

device cuts with precision and is de-

signed not to distort roundness. Made
bv O'Neil-Irwin Mfg. Co., Lake Citv.

Minn.

Thinncr-wallcd socket wrenches, single-

hexagon (6-point) type, are designed for

operations in restricted areas. These
additions to Proto tool line can be used
wherever double-hexagon wrenches will

fit. Made bv Plomb Tool Co., 7334
S. Hope St., Los Angeles 17, Calif.

Improved handling and protection of

machined or polished parts is promised

with use of adjustable “peg rack con-

veyor.” Designed to accomodate parts

of various sizes, shapes and weight, con-

veyor is geared to fast moving plant

operations, bringing work, properly

positioned for fast handling, to the

machine operator. Made by Rack En-
gineering Co., Connellsville, Pa.
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EQUIPMENT

Improved Cabin Heat Control For 4-0-4

Barber-Colman system being designed into aircraft;

vendor participating in prototype installation.

By George L. Christ] W. F. Tice, the firm's tempi

Micropositioner Advantages—Secor
Browne, Barber-Colman aircraft engi-

neer, explained that the basic advan-

e of his cc
' •

now on the assembly line for Eastern first Constellations, felt that

Air Lines and Trans World Airlines operation between the airli

will be equipped with Barber-Colman frame manufacturer and vendor

cabin temperature control systems, the be of advantage to all concerned,

manufacturer has revealed to Aviation

Constellation and DC-6, the 4-0-4 sys-

tem of cabin temperature control

should surpass previous installations in

!. There is a signifi-

jtimism in

incs, air- ing

lor would nals

mmsm
srstransmit t

actuators. 1

Glenn L. b

maker’s optimi

id TWA agreed

L. Martin Co. that Bart

should be consu

: in the design

Etf!
o the

construction of the plane. Thus, the

vendor had opportunity to foresee and
avoid installation and operational pit-

falls during the plastic stages of manu-
facture. Correcting malfunctions would
be a more arduous and expensive job

after the airframe was completed.
Functional Check—Barber - Colman

will also be given the opportunity to

make a functional check of the first

plane off the line and submit a complete

-•mperature cc

mendations fo



are normally heavier, bulkier and not

nearly so reliable, he said.

The micropositioner, which has

many applications in aircraft (control

pressurization and thermal de-icing

systems, cycle heaters, etc.) actually is

a 100,000-to-l direct current magnetic
amplifier, capable of withstanding the

most rigorous treatment for long

periods without being subject to failure.

Although the Barber-Colman con-

trol system going into the 4-0-4 is

fundamentally of conventional and
tried design, it incorporates these in-

teresting improvements over existing

systems, according to Tice:
• Radio noise filters are being installed

on the actuators. This is one of the
first applications of filters to actuators

in commercial transports.

• Single actuator operates all cabin air

valves although the valves are remotely
located. The manufacturer has taken a

single, mechanical, proportioning, se-

quence-locking control of a design that

had given trouble-free operation for

S
tars and made a double unit out of it.

y mounting the device on the single

actuator, the assembly controls the

refrigerator bypass and heater mix
valves through lengths of Teleflcx cable.

Self-engaging cams hold either valve

at the end of its stroke while the other
one is in operation. A mechanical over-

ride is provided in case of actuator or

electrical power failure.

Heat Sensers—Control of the Martin
system will rely on a wire heat-sensing

element placed in the intake and after

each control valve in the cabin air

ducts, plus a thermistor in the cabin

Line drawing of the newly developed dual

actuator to operate the 4-0-4 air duct valves.

air return plenum chamber. It is note-

worthy that cabin-retum-air thermistor

malfunctions from dirt, nicotine and
other foreign matter should not occur

in the 4-0-4 because the thermistor is

located in a large plenum chamber ra-

ther than in a narrow air duct.

Each sensing element will control

the air valves’ actuator through a micro-

positioner to regulate the cabin heat

(or cold) to within approximately 1

deg. of the desired temperature.

Barber-Colman, whose roots are in

the textile machinery industry, got into

the aircraft field through the manufac-

ture of electric actuators, then sensing

elements and micropositioners. Also

part of the company's diversified out-

put are hobbing machines, which have
found their way into major aircraft en-

gine manufacturing plants where they

are employed to cut gears to precise

dimensions.

Practice Makes Perfect—Predicating

its future on the premise that specializ-

ation leads to perfection, the company
does not now intend to expand its field

of endeavor. Rather it will concentrate

on keeping ahead of the rapidly expand-

ing demands placed on aircraft temper-

ature control systems.

Jet planes already present particular

problems. Air bled off the turbines for

cabin heating and ventilating reaches

temperatures and velocities not en-

countered on reciprocating engine

planes. Their high speed and resultant

skin friction create new refrigeration

problems, while higher altitudes de-

mand increased heat output.

Rate of response of temperature con-

trol systems is becoming increasingly

critical. Ranges of temperatures to be
controlled are widening rapidly. Barber-

Colman is confident that it” can stay

ahead of these problems with its ex-

panding engineering and research fa-

Foldaway Seats Make Room For Cargo
A new folding airplane seat has been

put on the market by Transport Equip-

ment Co.

Gordon Jones, owner of the company,

says that the USAF has shown con-

siderable interest in the seat because a

passenger interior can be converted to

receive cargo simply by folding the

seats out of the way. A typical air lift

problem is hauling passengers one way,

freight the other.

Additional advantage is that two seats

may be combined into a berth.

Also available is a triple, high-density

unit which is interchangeable with the

standard day seat and can be made in-

terchangeable with the night seat by
adding two legs.

On a recent trip around the country,

Jones says he sold his combination,

two-passenger seat to Pan American
World Airways and Chicago & South-
ern. TECO, which specializes in any
type of seat, has equipment on several

other carriers—Trans World Airlines,

Seaboard & Western, and Ocean Air-
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AIR TRANSPORT

PERCEVAL PRINCE, in same category, stand to gain from reciprocal certification.

U. S. Market Brightens for British

But obstacles may be reluctance to buy foreign planes

and fear of being unable to get needed spare parts.

U. S. airlines and executives can now
buy British 6-12 passenger planes like

the de Havilland Dove or Percival

Prince without worrying about air-

worthiness certification by Civil Aero-

nautics Administration. But reciprocal

certification of turboprop and jet planes

like the Vickers Viscount and de Havil-

land Comet is not yet possible.

That is the upshot of British-Ameri-

can talks that bore fruit this month
after five years of negotiation.

Now all the British have to do is

show Americans that the planes fit

U. S. needs and that spare parts supply

and maintenance problems are solved.

But on turbine engine planes, CAA
wants to review the British standards of

certification and test results before ac-

cepting their airworthiness. (The So-

ciety of British Aircraft Constructors

wrongly heralded the CAA-Air Registra-

tion Board reciprocity agreement this

month as a blanket invitation to sell

jets as well as conventional types here.)

British Hopes High—The British

think they may now sell their planes in

the U. S. because:

• Only competitor in the 6-12 passen-

ger field is the prewar-design Beech-

craft. DC-3s, say the British, are un-

economic for many feeders, nonskeds

and executives.

• DC-3s are scarce or expensive now
because of the recent pickup in demand
for them under high commercial utili-

zation and military needs.
• Lease-purchase contracts planned by
Percival and de Havilland may be just

the dish for cash-hungry feeder lines.

Says Percival: A feeder might sell a

DC-3 and lease a Prince—thus acquiring

a new plane and increasing working

capital at the same time.

CAA-British Agreement—Civil Aero-

nautics Administrator Donald Nyrop
recently cut the Gordian knot of tech-

nical language plus red tape. He told

the British Ministry of Civil Aviation

that CAA would accept an up-to-date

British (ARB) Certificate of Airworthi-

ness as equivalent to that required for

American-built aircraft.

That makes the British planes ac-

ceptable for executive use in the U. S.

But airlines must see that their

planes meet CAA operational stand-

just four simple conditions attach to

U. S. acceptance of British planes for

airline use now (contrasted with many
complicated ones before):

• British certification must be as of

1948 or later.

• British manufacturer must write his

flight manual to show how the plane

meets CAA operational rules.

• Engine cooling must be okay for oper-

ation on a 100-degree day.

• Plane must be equipped to meet re-

quirements of the CAA operating rules.

• Both transport and non-transport

categories of "aircraft must be equipped

in accordance with the appropriate op-

erating rules of the United States Civil

Air Regulations in order to be eligible

for a particular class or type of opera-

“These are as follows: Part 43, gen-

eral operation rules; Part 42, non-

scheduled air carrier operation rules;

Parts 40 and 61, scheduled air carrier

rules (domestic); Part 41, scheduled air

carrier rules (foreign).”

Same Standards—Actually, U. S. stand-

ards are unchanged. ARB rewrote its

airworthiness requirements two years

ago paralleling those of CAA. And
British tests prove about the same
things as American—only in a slightly

different way.

Observers ask: Why then didn’t CAA
grant reciprocal airworthiness in Janu-

ary, 1948, when the ARB rewrote its

standards, or when Britain accepted

the U. S. certification of American-built

planes? Some answers are:

• Technical specifications take time to

study—to prove they meet standards set

by another country.

• British had already bought many post-

war U. S. transports, costing millions of

dollars. Thev could ill afford to call off

their recognition of U. S. certification,

thus grounding their own airline planes.

And they could ill afford to take such re-

try whose financial support was so

important to them.
• Red tape, both U. S. and British,

slowed airworthiness agreement. Since

1941 CAA has administered aviation

laws while Civil Aeronautics Board has

been more the rule-maker. So the U. S.

State Dept, has partly dealt with CAB
on this reciprocity matter. CAA, how-
ever, has for many years made most of

the technical judgments on whether a

plane is airworthy. That is its business.

Administrator Nyrop finally wrote a

short note to the Ministry of Civil

Aviation, granting reciprocity subject to

the conditions listed. He was able to

do this almost immediately after taking

office because CAA Chief of Aircraft

Division George Haldeman and his

staff, along with former Administrator

Delos Rentzel had already studied and
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discussed the matter with ARB in Eng-
land and the British Embassy in Wash-
ington.
• Little incentive for the British to get

CAA airworthiness certification existed

until recently. Only one plane-the
Dove—was an active bidder for the
U.S. civilian market. Now more types

arc coming off the line. The Dove is

first, followed by the Percival Prince

and the H-P Marathon-all designed
for feeder airlines or executive jobs.

Later may come the turboprop Vis-

count, jet Comet, and others.

Jets Are Diflercnt-SBAC apparently
misunderstood Nyrop’s recent letter,

which did not mention turbine planes
at all. CAA exclusion of jet planes from
automatic airworthiness was implied,
rather than explicitly mentioned in the

American agreement.

SBAC in its recent news letter said:

"The agreement applies equally to large

aeroplanes like the dc Havilland Comet
and the Viekers-Annstrongs' Viscount

and to the smaller ones which have
their place on internal American air

routes. All these aircraft can now be
offered for sales on an equal footing
with American-built types."

Such is not the case. Jet airworthi-

ness for U. S. operations will demand
long and careful study, CAA holds.

CAA has planned certification standards

for the Canadian Avro-Jetliner almost
since its inception—jointly with Canada.
But by the time the British asked CAA
to consider the Comet, the plane was
practically a production item. Talks on
the British turbine planes have been
informal so far. CAA has under-

taken no detailed study of any of

Any Takers?—Now the problem for

the British is to sell their conventional

planes for American dollars. According
to SBAC. the British aircraft industry

exported 24i million pounds worth of

planes and engines to all nations the

first eight months of this year. But
almost none of it went to U. S. markets.

Now SBAC is putting on a dollar

drive. It announced the CAA airworthi-

ness recognition with these words: “No
technical obstacle now exists to the
import of British aircraft into America.
. . . This is great news. . .

."

Trouble is, Americans have balked at

buying planes built abroad, according

to agencies that have tried selling them.
American manufacturers might ob-

ject to U. S. mail pay subsidies going to

an airline using foreign planes. But if

a foreign plane were cheaper to operate,

the complaint would be open to chal-

Sparc parts availability is what Amer-
icans worry about most. Here’s why:
e Distance from the manufacturer
might mean slow delivery and poor
liaison, they think.

0 War might suddenly force a foreign

manufacturer into lines other than

building or exporting spares for U. S.

civilian planes.

Some observers say U.S. buyers will

never take a plane with a foreign-built

tag on it. An American licensee might
have much better luck selling the

British designs, they say. Then the

British could get their dollars from

But now they have their airworthi-

ness certification assured, de Havilland

and Percival indicate they’ll try it on
their own first. Percival Prince has its

lease-purchase idea as bait. De Havil-

land Dove boasts a large Canadian
spares stockpile, and Canadian manu-
facture potential in case war were to

cut off English supply.

Sales Director C. 'H. Dickens (Tor-

onto, Canada) says the Dove now
meets all CAA requirements. He hopes

to sell it to both executives and feeder-

lines in the U.S.
And the Percival Prince’s U. S. sales

agent, Svdnev Nesbitt, of Atlantic Avi-

ation (Tctcrboro, N. J.). has a similar

Both Dickens and Nesbitt say they

now have hot sales prospects—and hope
to announce sales soon.

Dove Sales—Toronto Sales Director

THE VANISHING AMERICAN OVERSEAS
A former American Overseas Airlines’ Con- Miami base, prior to joining the Clipper

stcllation is being bedecked in its new own- fleet. The repaint job murks the merger of

46

Dickens says he hopes within one or

two weeks to announce at least one U. S.

order for the Dove. Two prospects are

“very good orders,” one for feeder op-

erations, the other for executive.

The Dove is offered delivered any-

where in the U.S. for $7 5,000-stand-
ard 8-passcnger (10-placc) version;

about $76,000—executive 6-passenger;

and 576,200-1 1-passenger feeder.

De Havilland just last month finished

making small changes on the Dove to

meet all CAA requirements for imme-
diate use on U.S. airlines. Technical

changes were completed three months
ago, and the flight manual was rewritten

a month ago.

American sales campaign on the

Dove won't begin until next month
because de Havilland’s people at Tor-

onto are busy now on emergency war
orders. But next month Dickens hopes
to appoint U. S. distributors, distributor

servicing arrangements, and get more
demonstration planes.

More than 300 Doves are in service,

after two years’ production. Spare parts

supply for any U.S. buyer would be
through distributors located near the

buyer. And an extra-full spares inven-

tory will be carried in Toronto, to serve

American distributors direct.

Prince Sales—One feeder order for two
Percival Princes is likely soon, and a

second feeder is negotiating for two
more Princes, says Syd Nesbitt. This
will probably be a lease-purchase deal

if it goes through.

Percival hasn’t told Nesbitt the terms

of such a contract set-up yet. Re-
portedly, it would call for some cash

down payment, plus monthly lease pay-

ments applying toward purchase.

One feeder has had a representative

at Percival’s plant in England, presum-

ably negotiating on the lease-purchase

idea. Nesbitt expects to get details of

the proposed lease-purchase idea any
1

1. is

t'

"price on the Prince, fly-awav

Tetcrboro, N. J.. is 5104,830. Quan-
tity discount or lease terms are subject

Prince is designed for a normal load

of 1 1
passengers plus crew of two

(Aviation Week May 1, p. 45).

IATA Winds Up
First U.S. Meet

San Francisco—Unanimous election

of BOAC chairman Sir Miles Thomas
as president-elect succeeding TWA
Board Chairman Warren Lee Pierson,

and selection of London for the next

meeting to be held late in October next

year, marked the closing of the sixth an-

nual general meeting of the Interna-

tional Air Transport Assn.

Among the final resolutions approved
were the election of IATA’s new cxccu-
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five committee and approval of the 1951

budget. The new committee: PAA Vice
President Harold Bixby (replacing PAA
Vice President John C. Leslie), Air

France Deputy Director Rene Briand,

NWA President Croil Hunter, TCA
President Gordon R. McGregor,
Swedish Airlines head Per A. Norlin and
KLM President Dr. Albert Plesman. All

but Bixby were re-elected or have previ-

ously served on the executive commit-
tee.

The 1951 approved budget provides

for expenditure of 5650,000, with rev-

enue anticipated at 561 5,000—balance
would be drawn from surplus.

Also settled at the meeting was the

location of IATA headquarters. It was

resolved to locate the head office in the

city that is headquarters of ICAO. Previ-

ously in the meeting a resolution had
been offered to permit retention of

IATA quarters in Montreal in the event

that ICAO moved to United Nations

Building in New York.

Ramspeck Cites Low
Air Transport Cost

U. S.-certificated airlines of today

have cost this nation only 541 million

since 1939, according to Robert Ram-
speck, executive vice president of the

Air Transport Assn.

That 541 million is the difference be-

tween air mail pay to the airlines plus

allocated cost of the postal system, less

airmail revenues. The 11-year airmail

deficit to the Postoffice is less than one

year’s deficit from sale of penny post-

cards, Ramspeck pointed out to the

fifth annual Arizona conference.

“Thus,” he said, “for the sum of 541

million, we have promoted the largest

air transport system in the world.”

AA Third-Quarter

Net Tops 1949
Third-quarter net profit of American

Airlines hit 54,856,99 5-double the last

year’s profit of $2,398,821. Revenue

was up 20 percent.

This brings nine-months’ net earn-

ings to 57,283,540-comparcd with last

year’s 55,934,730-after income taxes of

$6,140,000. computed at the new rate

under the Revenue Act of 1950.

Nine-months' revenue of 585,010,-

631 is up 10 percent over 1949, but

expenses of $71,587,091, exclusive of

federal income tax, are up only 2 per-

Amcrican says available data indicates

it “continues to be the lowest cost op-

erator in the industry.” Operating ex-

penses per revenue ton mile are re-

ported at 43 cents, compared with 46.3

A Leader In Its Field . .

The
PIASECKI
HELICOPTER CORP.

Is Engaged In

A LONG RANGE PROGRAM

. . offering unusually attractive oppor-

tunities to ambitious men who qualify as

AERONAUTICAL ENGINEERS

LAYOUT DRAFTING

• FUSELAGE

• EQUIPMENT

• CONTROLS

• POWER PLANT and

ELECTRICAL INSTALLATION

• STRESS ANALYSTS and

• WEIGHTS ENGINEERS

HOUSING available, both locally

and within 5-mile area of Phila-

delphia, which is only 25 minutes

by train from the Morton Station,

across the street from our plant.

Excellent bus transportation facili-

ties to 69th Street as well as

Media and Chester Pike area.

LOCATION is in a delightful sub-

urban area, amidst beautiful trees,

lawn and shrubs ... yet only 5

minutes away there is an excellent

shopping center. Swarthmore, the

beautiful college town, is also less

than a 5 minute ride by car or

train.

EXCELLENT COMPANY BENEFITS

PAID VACATIONS

OPPORTUNITY TO ADVANCE IN

PAY AND RESPONSIBILITY

PIASECKI HELICOPTER CORP.
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products you produce, there's one right answer—

O

stuco.

Osruco’s "Single Source” operation—with complete

modern facilities for manufacturing, shaping, and fabricat-

ing tubing, all in one plant— speeds deliveries, assures uni-

form high quality, and cuts your final costs.

Shipments from one supplier or one location to another

are eliminated. Single control of production greatly reduces

rejects and prevents errors in meeting your exact require-

ments. Responsibility is clearly fixed.

For both seamless and electric-welded steel tubing in a

broad range of sizes and shapes— for finished or semi-

finished parts—you can count on Ostuco for full satisfac-

tion. Write direct or to our nearest Sales Office for new free

booklet "Fabricating and Forging Steel Tubing.”

PLANT AND MAIN OFFICE: SHELBY 1, OHIO

cents the first nine months of 1949.

Earned surplus as of Sept. 30 is $14,-

151,812. That is after providing for a
loss of $1,100,000 out of surplus liqui-

dation of American's investment in

American Overseas Airlines, transferred

to Pan American on Sept. 25.

Passenger load factor the first nine

months averaged 68.4 percent, com-
pared with 65.9 percent last year.

NDTA Group Hears

War Transport Needs
Coordination of air, surface and sea

transport for most efficient defense

movements of material for industrial and
war machines was the goal of delegates

to the fifth annual convention of the

National Defense Transportation Assn,

in San Francisco Oct. 16-18.

Two airline presidents, R. S. Damon,
of Trans World Airlines, and W. A.

Patterson, United Air Lines, were

among the speakers at the meeting,

which called together both military and
civilian representatives of the various

transportation agencies.

Elected new president of the NDTA
was Charles Nielsen, Santa Monica,

Calif., director of parts and services,

Lockheed Aircraft. Chosen vice presi-

dent representing the air industry was

James W. Austin, Capital Air Lines.

All-Out Needs—Both Damon and

Patterson pointed out the need for

additional air transport to serve the

country in the event of all-out war.

Damon said "this problem arises at

least partly because the needs of air

transport were sacrificed to the needs

for combat aircraft in budgeting appro-

priations immediately after World War
II. Therefore, at the beginning of any

war it would probably be necessary to

requisition a considerable part of the

four-motored aircraft owned by the civil

airlines in addition to the military

transports which are in moth balls.

"Even so, there would be a great

deficiency, and it would be necessary to

construct a large number of transports

immediately, just when our aircraft fac-

tories would be jammed with orders for

combat aircraft. This is a dangerous

situation, for which some proper solu-

tion must be found.”

He was principally concerned about

the feeling of some members of the

military that in case of war the air

transport system should be placed un-

der militarv control.

In World War T, he recalled, the

military was forced to appropriate a

good part of domestic airline equip-

ment and personnel to meet the emer-

gency. By operating at extremely high

load factors, the domestic airlines were

able to handle a heavy traffic volume
even with their few remaining aircraft.

Unquestionably, however, "the war ef-
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fort was impeded by a lack of sufficient

internal air transport,” he said.

"With the record of World War II

behind us, there should be no excuse

for such an occurrence in the future,”

he declared.

It is clear, he believed, that domestic

airlines should remain largely under

civilian control. “The civilian indus-

tries through trial and error and compe-

tition have developed the most efficient

organization to produce and to carry

goods.”

6000 DC-6s—Patterson spoke of his

distress at hearing unofficially that pres-

ent defense needs call for 6000 DC-6s.

The commercial airlines could never

support that number of transports with-

out high subsidies allowing air rates

to become comparable to those for sur-

face transportation, he said—a device

that might well destroy the railroads

and steamships.

To have a fleet of that size, he be-

lieved, the military would simply have

to buy transports as it bought machine

guns, "pickling” them when they were

not needed for war.

He also hoped that the military would

plan so that it would not have to "can-

nibalize” domestic air transport in the

event of a third world war.

Under Secretary of the Navy Dan A.

Kimball, who also spoke at the confer-

ence, advocated keeping the airlines in

"peacetime health" if the military is

to count on them as a source of planes

for emergency use.

He suggested that 15 percent of the

some 30,000 members of the armed

forces in travel status at any given time

under peacetime conditions should be

carried by air. Such a practice would

serve two valuable purposes, he said. It

would secure rapid transportation for

those who need it and provide the air-

lines with needed revenues.

Baker Sold on

Jet Airliners
National Airlines President G. T.

Baker is well sold on jet airliners. He
may soon decide whether to place an

order for Canada’s Avro for use on the
Miami-New York run-time 2i hours,

compared with conventional four-hour

Baker hopes to bring the Avro down
to Miami for a test, possibly within a

month. Presumably this would follow

certification by Canada’s Department of

Transport. The Department is cooper-

ating with the U. S.’s Civil Aeronautics

Board on tests and certification require-

ments for the Avro.

The plane has been in the shop seven

weeks for overhaul and modification.

After every 50-hours’ flight time in-

spectors go over all parts of the plane

and powerplant. Final certification ap-

/

7

Salute
from LIQUIDOMETER to.

HERE IS TRULY A NEW CONCEPT OF
AIR TRAVEL, REPRESENTING THE ULTI-
MATE IN COMFORT AND CONVENIENCE.

WE ARE PROUD THAT LIQUIDOMETERS WERE SELECTED
BY CAPITAL AIRLINES AND LOCKHEED TO GAUGE THE FUEL,

OIL, ANTI-ICER LIQUID AND WINDSHIELD ALCOHOL ON
THESE MOST LUXURIOUS AIR LINERS.

THE LI^UIDOMETER CORR
Long Island City 1, New York
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pears assured, CAB officials say but, the
question is when. Except for the four-

jet powerplants the plane is fairly con-
ventional. Designed to operate at about
30,000 ft., it has little wing sweep-back
and a moderately thin airfoil. But the
cabin is highly pressurized, and the

plane is fitted with dive brakes.

Foreign Plane—Baker says jet trans-

portation won’t take five to eight years,

as commonly predicted-it was here yes-

terday. But with no American jetliner

in sight, foreign makes will have to be

Despite certain initial disadvantages
in training maintenance and operation

crews, Baker predicts maintenance will

be less than on planes having recipro-

cating engines. Baker says he went
through the Derwent engine shops in

England and found that 42 men in one
5000-square-foot room overhaul 20 jet

engines a week.

To overhaul the same number of

piston engines in a week, says Baker,

1200 men would need a 40.000-square-

foot area.

Higher Coach Fares

May Lower Service
Two scheduled airlines may drop their

coach tariffs, following Civil Aeronau-
tics Board's ruling that coach fares must
go up to 4i cents a mile.

Capital

Constellations

But Chicago and Southern’s an-

nounced reason for dropping the Chi-
cago-New Orleans coach run is equip-

ment utilization difficulty, not fares,

says Ben R. Gillespie, CAB chief of

tariffs and services.

Western Air Lines has filed for exten-

sion of its 4-cent tariffs, Seattle-San Fran-

cisco. Unless Western changes its appli-

cation to a 41-cent tariff before the Nov.
1 5 deadline, it will probably be without
coach service on that run. CAB proba-

bly would not grant a waiver on this

route segment, officials say. But Western
is probably registering its avowed dis-

approval of the fare rise rather than in-

tending to drop the service. A repre-

sentative of the line has talked with

CAB officials about the matter and the
company may soon apply for a 4i-cent
tariff.

Western’s position on this Seattle-

San Francisco segment is not tied to the

special 5-cent-a-milc San Francisco-Los

Angeles coach run (see Aviation Week
Oct. 9).

Germans to Charter

Civil Aircraft
(McGraw-Hill World News)

Bonn—The Allies have announced
that they will allow West Germans to

charter civil aircraft. An Allied spokes-

man said that hitherto this had been
forbidden for security reasons.

Germans will have to obtain a license

for each flight or scries of flights from
the Allied Civil Aviation Board at

Wiesbaden in the United States zone.

If the Civil Aviation Board thinks there

is a threat to security, it will refer the

application to the Allied Military Se-

curity Board, which guards against re-

armament and remilitarization in Ger-

NSRB Committee to

Survey Air Transport
Civil air mobilization plans may take

shape before winter’s end, now that the

National Security Resources Board has

port mobilization survey.

NSRB has named CAB Chairman
Delos Rcntzel as coordinating chairman

of the study. Five study groups manned
mainly by industry men will report by

Jan. 1 on what should be done about

civil air mobilization.

Presumably, committee recommenda-
tions will follow much of the plan out-

lined by CAA Aviation Development
Advisory Committee. This plan covered

most of the field of the new committee,

except for the air transport carriers. It was
approved this month by CAA Adminis-

trator Donald Nvrop (Aviation Week
Oct. 9).
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THIS “UNSEEN HAND"
The five study groups of the NSRB

committee are:

• Air transport (scheduled and non-

sked), under Air Transport Assn. Vice
President Milton W. Arnold.

• Training, overhaul, maintenance, un-

der William J. Graham, of Butler Air-

port, Pittsburgh.

• Private flying, under George E. Had-

daway, editor and publisher of Southern

Flight magazine.
• Aiqiorts, under A. B. Curry, director

of the Dade County Port Authority,

Miami.
• Airways, under G. A. O’Reilly, presi-

dent of Aeronautical Radio, Inc.

Simple Plan—Rentzel called the first

meeting of the survey groups Oct. 1 1 to

organize. He suggested they report back

about the first of next year with their

recommendations. Right now, there is

no overall plan on how air transport

carriers will be affected by war.

To get the thing done simply and
quickly, Rentzel says the study groups

must be small as possible, without de-

priving any important industry segment

of representation. Private-industry men
are in the majority on all committees.

That is the usual NSRB mobilization

planning set-up.

SHORTLINES

American Airlines—Is pushing more
student-travel tours for next summer,

with regular semester credits granted

by state boards of education. . . .

Company has granted ALPA flight en-

gineers pay of $400-$465 a month,

85-hour flight time per month maxi-

mum, and other substantial benefits.

British European Airways—Dakota

airliner crashed killing 28 passengers of

the total 29 aboard. Plane plowed

through fog into a London suburb while

trying to make it back to field on one

Canadian Pacific—Has nearly all

flights to the end of the year booked

solid. . . . Company starts direct

weekly air service, Vancouver-Honolulu

and return, in January. This is an ad-

dition to the fortnightly Vancouver-

Honolulu-Fiji-Australia schedule.

Capital Airlines—Made a net profit

of about a quarter of a million dollars

in August. On revenue of $2,768,936,

company turned in operating profit of

$347,919 and net of $220,221.

Chicago & Southern—Has ordered a

sixth Constellation, for delivery about

Flying Tiger Line—Has started mov-

ing furniture by air from Southern Cali-

With Bristol’s Remote Positioner,

you have an "unseen hand," at any

point on the plane, to instantly du-

plicate any adjustment made in the

Whenever you need a sensitive

aircraft control of any type, call on

sion to solve your problem. There's

no obligation. And you'll benefit

from our more than 60 years’ expe-

rience as a leading producer of in-

dustrial control and recording de-

vices for top companies.

May we help you?

Whether you need engine tempera-

ture controls, fuel cycle timers, re-

mote positioners, electronic devices,

or something completely unique,

Bristol is ready to serve you. 26
Branch Offices conveniently dot the

country. Address initial inquiries to

The Bristol Company at Waterbury

20, Conn., or 2 18 1 East 25th St., Los
Angeles 58, Calif.

61 Years... 1889-1950

BRISTOL
FREE! Latest Bulletin of Aero Controls

The Bristol Co., 130 B.is

elin of Aero Controls.
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CLOSE-TOLERANCE,

HIGH-STRENGTH,

SHEAR BOLTS

tnSsJiu
EXTERNAL WRENCHING NUTS

nrgm
ONE-PIECE SELF-LOCKING NUTS
The one-piece FLEXLOC is both a slop and a lock nut, due

extreme* vibration

m
Torque is unusually uniform—within a

few inch pounds. "Thin" and "regular" types; NC and NF
threads. Officially approved by many U. S. depts.,

bureaus, etc, and CM for aircraft use.

Write for further information on thete UNBRAKO and FLEXLOC Products-

-SPS
STANDARD PRESSED STEEL CO.

fomia to Eastern cities. This is con-

signed under an agreement with the

Furniture Manufacturers Association of

Southern California.

ICAO—Has sponsored a South Pa-

cific conference urging that transports

set up long-range radiotelephony facil-

ities across the ocean. This would re-

place the present Morse Code method.

But language barriers mean interpreters

will be needed at ground stations until

a voice code is devised.

LAV—The Venezuelan airline has

awarded Lockheed Air Service (N. Y.)

a contract to modify two 749 Constella-

tions by replacing electric Curtiss-

Wright propellers with hydraulically

actuated Hamilton Standards.

National—Has failed to get CAB per-

mission to serve Valdosta, Ga., Talla-

hassee, Panama City, and Marianna,

Fla. as intermediate points on route

No. 31 on flights limited to freight and

mail. Motion of Eastern to consolidate

National’s application with other simi-

lar applications is deferred by the Board.

. . . Company has granted maintenance

employes a six-cent wage increase. In-

creased cost is estimated at about

$100,000 a year.

Northwest Airlines—Has failed to get

temporary CAB exemption to serve

Seattle and Portland as co-terminals

instead of serving both on the same
flight on route No. 3 with Yakima as

intermediate stop. Northwest says its

present short-stop service is uneconomi-

cal using Boeing Stratocruisers. . . .

Company has CAB permission to serve

Great Falls, Mont., on Butte or Helena
trips, but can’t give local service be-

Pan American—Has granted increased

pay to pilots and co-pilots. Pilots get

guaranteed wage plus bonus that de-

pends on type of plane flown. Pay is

now based on 70 hours a month, in-

stead of 80. Co-pilots get increased pay

and basic 70-hour month. . . . PanAm
has opened a new Washington sales

office in the World Center Bldg.

Seaboard & Western—Has filed a

brief to CAB for certification of U. S.-

Europe-Middle East cargo route, with-

out subsidy. . . . Carrier reveals its

average DC-4 load on Pacific airlift was

13,500 lb., and August airlift average

was 13,900 lb. July DC-4 utilization on

the airlift was 12 hr., 11 min. daily.

United Kingdom—Airways corpora-

tions carried 119,000 passengers in

June, up 21 percent over a year ago.

Passenger miles of 73 million were up

30 percent.
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LETTERS
He’s a Racer

After participating in

Trophy Race in Detroit <

and 13, I naturally looked forward

ing the first news and comments on the

biggest air race of the year in Aviation

Week.
The only scrap of news that appeared

was an editorial (Aviation Week Sept.

4) deno
‘ ” * *“

aviation news in a newspaper

nothing but sensation-seeking

with ;

contribution

Is it p le thal

commercial market

ancial r • N t his e

which drain the public treasury. . . .

The 500-cubic-inch class rules drawn

along the same lines as the midget class rules

are nearly ready for adoption. Even a jet

class to give race plane builders a chance

to make the first design applications of

available small jet engines is being invest-

igated. Is this the kind of activity against

which Aviation Week means to exert its

influence? Can’t we instead expect Avia-

tion Week to contribute its share of en-

couragement to what it believes to be use-

ful forms of air racing?

Arthur R. Beckincton

833 Sudbury Drive

Clayton 5, Mo.

ht" is that r racing isn I

stopped to prevent air race crashes from

discouraging public acceptance of air travel

seems very shaky. A person enticed aboard

an airliner under the impression that the

miracles of modem science have made all

airplanes practically infallible is scarcely

a firmly sold air traveler. I suspect the

airlines feel that the more profitable method

of air travel promotion is to sell the cus-

tomer the honest picture of the especially

high airline level of safety from the begin-

e that

imber

.. , .
Hard an airliner.

Depriving one group of people of one of

their chosen aviation sources of livelihood

for so doubtful a benefit to another aviation

group would clearly be discrimination of

the most extreme sort, if air racing performs

any legitimate function whatever. . . .

Now your latest editorial apparently

places you in opposition to the growing

midget class of racing in which the prize

money provides the incentive for the cur-

rent development of airplanes of completely

original designs. Already significantly ad-

vanced midget racer designs are flying, and
though they are not yet spectacular suc-

you
n in such s

plane design and construction efforts?

Midget racing has proven to be the in-

between level of incentive for the designer-

incentive of the

s beyond

encourages people to build and fly original

designs that would otherwise never progress

beyond the dreaming stage. Could the

stifling of this effort be more out of place

than in a country that counts individual

enterprise as its most valuable source of

motivation?

Air racing devised so as to depend on

the continuing development of original

racing plane designs can clearly play a vital

role in civil aviation progress, progress

through which aviation hopes to he event-

ually justified primarily bv civil economic
needs instead of by military necessities

(Our "mai
worth what ir costs, ir wc can save lives

by not indulging in this sport, let's do it.

Reader Beckington fails to convince us that

so, be specific/—Ed.)

Nonsked Delays
I have followed with a great deal of

interest your comments on the unscheduled

air carriers, and I’m sure they have appre-

ciated their very fair treatment at your

hands.

Your Sept. 11 editorial brings to mind
my biggest beef regarding their tactics—

I

think it is more serious than they realize,

and I know the condition is widespread,

from others' remarks.

Here's the beef: Entirely too many times

the passenger is subjected to long delays in

departure—and he has no idea why, or

when he may expect to take off. If he is

told, he’s more often than not given a time

in the immediate future. Subsequent events

sometimes indicate that this information

was given without any regard for the facts.

Any passenger on a nonsked realizes that

he’s going to sacrifice something for his

saving. He knows he’ll be crowded, and
that he may have to wait. I very earnestly

maintain that he’d wait a good deal more
good-naturedly if he had a definite idea as

to how long his wait would be.

A recent example is the departure of a

transcontinental flight from Oakland; 70-

odd passengers, many with children and
families waiting around, were delayed for

five hours without explanation. . . .

How much better it would have been

if evervonc had been told the flight would
be delayed for several hours, at least.

The kindest assumption is that they

feared scattering of passengers would have

held up the flight when it was finally

ready to depart, but that’s not a good

enough reason—if they want to continue

to draw trade.

I’m in favor of the nonskeds. and I think

they’re doing a fine iob in the face of tre-

mendous odds. 1 wish thev’d go a little

farther, and make a lot of friends.

Frank P. Cavenach
Editor. San Francisco

Western Machinery and Steel World
580 Market Street

San Francisco 4, Calif.

SEARCHLIGHT
SECTION

ENGINEERS NEEDED

IMMEDIATELY

Men with aircraft experience are

needed in the Engineering Depart-

ment of Chance Vought Aircraft,

Dallas, Texas for work in the follow-

ing classifications:

AERODYNAMIC ENGINEERS

STRDCTURAL DESIGN ENGINEERS

FLUTTER AND VIBRATIONS ENGINEERS

ANTENNAE DESIGN ENGINEERS

DESIGN DRAFTSMEN

CASTING AND FORGINGS ENGINEERS

POWER PLANT ANALYSTS

ELECTRONIC DEVELOPMENT ENGINEERS

AIRCRAFT INSTRUMENTATION ENGINEERS

STRUCTURAL TEST ENGINEERS

TECHNICAL ILLUSTRATORS

TECHNICAL WRITERS

HYDRAULIC TEST ENGINEERS

WEIGHTS ENGINEERS

Send resume of training and experience lo

Engineering Personnel

CHANCE VOUGHT AIRCRAFT

Box 5907, Dallas, Texas
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ENGINEERING PERSONNEL

HAMILTON STANDARD

ANALYTICAL

to calculate gearing, torque, friction and stresses.

Salary commensurate with training and experience.

Send resume of education, background and experience to

Mr. R. J. Tierney, Personnel Dept.

HAMILTON STANDARD
East Hartford 8, Conn.

ENGINEERS

Chase Aircraft Co., Inc.

TWIN BEECH

"Opportunity” Advertising:

Think

"SEARCHLIGHT"
First

: AERONAUTICAL £

Design Engineers

Design Layout Draftsmen

Layout Draftsmen

Research Engineers

Stress Engineers

REPUBLIC
AVIATION COIIP.

|
FARMINGDALE, L. I., N. Y,

NAVION OWNERS

SCHOOLS

ESTABLISHED 1'

ANS APPROVED

E. HUNTINGTON ST

WANTED

AIRCRAFT Wanted

AVIATION WEEK, Oc

SEARCHLIGHT SECTION

AIRCRAFT & ELECTRONIC

EQUIPMENT EXECUTIVE B-25

Here is privote, dependable transportation for you and your

company at 240 MPH. It has been owned and operated by

only one corporation, now buying a larger plane, and is now in

use. It is a beautiful Remmert-Werner Conversion with deluxe

appointments and many special features, including fiberglas

soundproofing, swivel chairs and divans for nine passengers,

cabin radio, galley, etc. Let your pilot check these operational

urs:‘r,:..™.,,.,
ARC-3 24 channel VHF transceiver

A.R.C. range and VHF receivers and

EXECUTIVE AIRCRAFT CENTER

REMMERT-WERNER, INC.
Lambert Field St. Louis 21,

CAbany 5425

EMERMAN Offers from STOCK
FOR SALE or RENT

No. 16 AM-28" BRYANT HYDRAULIC HOLE GRINDER

"For grinding propeller blades for aircraft motor or internal grinding

on similar parts. Maximum grinding travel 14". With Universal

latch to position facing wheel in proper location for grinding various

diameters."

EMERMAN MACHINERY CORP.
170 W. 120TH ST. CHICAGO 43, ILL.

WANTED—AIRCRAFT^ PARTS

COLUNs’TNGINKRrNG’oo'MPANY



WHAT'S NEW

WHATEVER THE PLANE—

...OR PURPOSE

Leach Relay Company provides

the nation's leading aircraft manufacturers
with a wide selection of AN, AF and
NAF approved relays. New designs

and modifications are being constantly

developed, tested and produced to satisfy

rigid Government specifications.

Highest standards of engineering,

naintenance and long life performance
are built into each LEACH unit More
modern aircraft, military, commercial and
civilian, are equipped with LEACH
relays than any other kind.

RCA "21"

Engineers wanted tor

MILITARY PROJECTS

at North American Aviation, Inc.

Los Angeles

Excellent openings for qualified

AERODYNAMICISTS
(Design and Research

1

STRESS ANALYSTS

AIRCRAFT DESIGNERS

(Electrical, Electro-Mechanical.

Structural, Hydraulic, etc.)

and specialists in all other

phases of aircraft engineering.

Please include summary of ex-

perience in reply.

Engineering Personnel Office

North American Aviation Inc.

Los Angeles International Airport

Los Angelos 45, Call!.

New Books
"By-guess-and-by-gosh” fairing may

have served the aircraft designer and

draftsman well back in the days when
airplanes were slow things which trav-

eled at only 300 mph. or so, but now
such amateur methods are obsolete.

Any three-dimensional surface on an

airplane capable of slugging its way up
to and through sonic speeds must be

developed with great care. Extreme
caution must be used to avoid any
rapid changes or reversals of curvature.

Although draftsmen hate to admit
it, the mathematical approach is the

only one which can be used to develop

accurately faired curves and streamline

shapes. To our knowledge, the first

book which covers this very important

phase of aircraft design has been writ-

ten by Harry H. Haase, a development

engineer at Republic Aviation Corp.

It is The Analytical Development of

Curves and Streamline Bodies.

In a foreword to Haase’s book. Re-

public’s Alexander Kartveli says that

the method “. . . proves to be very

successful in generating wings and
streamlined bodies, and in fairing the

intersection between two bodies. In

fact, the efficiency of the method is so

great that it has now obsoleted and
replaced other methods previously used

by the engineering department of the

Republic Aviation Corp.”
There is another advantage to using

mathematical expressions for the de-

velopment of surface contours. Vol-

umes and surface areas of bodies so

developed can be quickly calculated

this way, eliminating the old method
of planimetering the area under a curve

of measured perimeters.

Development of the equations is also

given in Mr. Haase’s book, but only

elementary algebra and calculus have
been used in the derivations. The
reader or user does not have to be a
mathematical shark to be able to apply

the results. Published by the Deemar
Co., Amityville, N. Y. Price is expected

to be S4.-DAA.

Resume of U. S. Air Carrier Acci-

dents, calendar year of 1949, details

mishaps in scheduled, irregular and
Alaskan operations. The accidents are

shown according to the classes of oper-

ation and from the standpoints of date,

location, operator, equipment, total

personnel aboard, injury division among
crew and passengers, aircraft damage,
whether accident happened at night,

and if fire in the air or after impact

was involved. Distributed by the Civil

Aeronautics Board, Washington 2S,

D. C.
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EDITORIAL
Why Sneer at Air Freight?

We continue to be amazed at a condescending attitude
toward air freight and its future by people who should know

One of the most recent nonsensical outbursts of palaver,

of course, is the recent examiner’s report recommending to
the Civil Aeronautics Board that neither of two all-freight

applicants be certificated on the vital trans-Atlantic trade

lanes because prospects for air freight between the U. S, and
Europe are so poor that no new blood is justified.

Neither of the two applicants requests a dollar of U. S.

government mail pay. Obviously, the Board could grant such
all-freight certificates on a short-term trial basis, as it has the
feederhnes, if it is worrying about "diversion" of business
from the mailcarriers and subsequent need for higher mail
pay.

The examiner ignores the tremendous potentialities of
international air freight. He ignores aviation's ability to take
business away from inferior surface transport and the ability

to create business that does not now exist and would never
exist if high-speed air transportation were not available. He
also fails to explain why the same reasons the Board found
for certificating all-freight carriers within the United States
don’t apply to the U. S.-Europe trade lanes.

Then we also have the internationally respected founder
and president of KLM Royal Dutch Airlines commenting
almost parenthetically on air freight in an address before the
International Air Transport Assn. In an address in which
he looked forward to building up high-density traffic on the
world’s trunk lines, he barely conceded that "some” atten-
tion must be paid to developing air freight.

Dr. Plesman seems to sound very much too much passen-
ger minded. There are other top airline executives like him
in this respect. If you don’t believe it, take a poll of airline

cargo directors, including those who gave up in disgust and
quit their jobs over the past five years.

Also, look at the air cargo traffic statistics of the industry
in the years before the upstart air freight lines moved into
the picture. In other words, we believe that we'll need the
push and drive and competition of the unsubsidized all-

freight carrier in order to develop air cargo to its maximum
service and efficiency.

The CAB examiner and other skeptics notwithstanding,
air cargo’s growth is phenomenal. Robert W. Prescott, who
has had to battle every inch and every minute through a
maze of public, aviation and official government ignorance
and prejudice and legal gobbledegook to the pinnacle of a
CAB certificate—without asking or getting any U. S. money—is an expert on this freight development business.

He told the California Manufacturers Assn, that air

freight ton mile traffic will exceed 200 million ton miles this

year, against 140 million last year and 10 million in 1945.
He points out that the canny, conservative New York Port
Authority, after an 18-month survey, forecasts that air freight

traffic by 1980—in this country alone—will be nine times
this year’s volume. Prescott, himself, thinks it will be eight
times this year’s business by 1955. He is more optimistic
than the Port Authority because he thinks costs will decline
faster.

58

It is good that Bob Prescott himself talks about costs, be-

cause along about this point in our sermons on air freight

some hard-nosed skeptic entrenched firmly behind a slide

rule always protests that you can’t fly freight economically

in today's airplane. But when the ideal money-making cargo

ship comes along, wow, will we carry the freight.

We freely grant that the all-freight carriers are not yet

on sound financial ground from freight transportation only.

Doing airplane maintenance for others is improving income

But the frequent loud complaints about this state of

affairs, emanating from some of the air mail carriers, seems
a bit pointless. Because the certificated mail-passenger car-

riers themselves haven’t the faintest notion what their own
actual air freight costs are. Second, every certificated airline

has now and has always had wide freetlom from CAB in

developing and carrying freight in either scheduled or non-
scheduled aircraft. And their nonscheduled charter ships

have never even been restricted to their certificated cities.

Yet the scheduled air freight they have carried was trifling

until the Slicks and the Prescotts—and a lot of others who
went bankrupt—began selling and flying freight. The
amount of nonscheduled freight flown by the mail-passenger

lines is still insignificant. This is not mere criticism. It is

fact.

The cargo carriers realized that without mail pay the going
would be rough. They were no happier than the certificated

lines were about airplane operating costs. They aren’t yet.

But they didn’t sit on their hands growling about the slide

rule results. They know that few companies ever start in

black ink, and they were ready to bet their energies against

tough odds and financial ruin. If they can stay in the black

with commercial maintenance work for others, while they

beat down the freight costs, we think aviation and the pub-
lic are the winners. Doing maintenance for others, at a
profit, beats going hat in hand to the government for higher
mail rates. Where is the stigma in the maintenance busi-

ness, please?

Several major mail lines do and have done outside main-
tenance work for other operators for years. And what’s

wrong with that? Maybe they could reduce their govern-
ment mail pay if they sought and made money on more of

this kind of business, instead of criticizing the freighters who
do it profitably and build up the freight business too.

The freight carriers, by their own ingenuity and selling

energies, plus giving a good service to the public, are fighting

today’s operations costs and beating them down by sheer
force. The more business they get the lower costs will get.

You can sit wailing about high costs till doomsday. But
you won’t get the best, most economical cargo planes any
other way than sweating out actual operations.

We think the world’s potential in air freight is beyond
our dreams. But in order to win it, there must be more
open minds in government and some airline management
circles. And the business isn’t going to materialize out of
thin air. You must fight for it. Give those who want to
fight for it a chance to do so. If they can win without the
aid of government handouts, it’s worth trying.

—Robert H. Wood
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for Executive Aircraft . . . Available NOW for Immediate Installation

•Many executive aircraft owners . . . business men who must get to theirappointments

quickly . . . have been so interested in obtaining the Sperry Zero Reader* for

their planes . . . that several of the first instruments to come off the production

line have been allocated to them.

• Developed by Sperry with the cooperation and encouragement of All-Weather
Flying Division, usaf, and the Air Transport Association, the Zero Reader
is finding wide acceptance with leaders in industry who find it profitable to have

their own aircraft. And the pilots of these planes are getting new assurance of
on-schedule flying and landings with this instrument. They find that the actual

job of piloting and making manual instrument approaches is greatly simplified.

•The Zero Reader supplies information from five essential instruments . . .

presents all this data on one indicator—heading, altitude, attitude, and instru-

ment landing information. The pilot merely “zeros” two instrument pointers and

is relieved of all complex mental calculations. The difficult task of making a

manual approach on Instrument Landing Systems becomes a routine procedure.

will be glad to give you full information.

GYROSCOPE COMPANY

DIVISION OF THE SPERRY CORPORATION. GREAT NECK. NEW YORK • CLEVELAND • NEW ORLEANS • NEW YORK • LOS ANGELES • SAN FRANCISCO • SEATTLE



— the Red Elastic Collar effectively seals

against liquid and gas pressures... assures REUSEABILITY!

Again, ESNA has met the demand of airframe and com-

ponent manufacturers — providing an extra high, light

weight, all-metal cap, for the ESNA hex and anchor nut

types shown above, with sufficient cap height to insure

full clearance for AN-3 and AN-4 bolts or AN-509
screws.

The extra height of this new ESNA design offers

greater flexibility for production line use due to the

depth of screw-thread penetration it permits. This means
a single screw length may be specified— to join sections

with permissible variations in thickness equal to the

extra height of the new ESNA K3 Cap Nut. Simplifica-

tion in purchasing and assembly call-outs result.

Another design feature of great importance

is the pressure seal formed by the famous Red

Elastic Collar and the new cap. ESNA manufacturing

specifications require that all type K3 Cap Nuts with-

stand external or internal liquid and gas pressures of

80 PSI minimum . . . without leakage.

And, like all Elastic Stop Nuts, the new ESNA K3’s

provide dependable protection against vibration ... do

not damage bolt threads . . . and maintain precise adjust-

ments, even after repeated re-use.

HERE'S A CHALLENGE: Send us complete details of

your toughest bolted trouble spot. We’ll supply test nuts

— FREE, in experimental quantities. Or, for dimensional

data sheet on the K3 line, write: Elastic Stop Nut Cor-

poration of America, Union, New Jersey. Rep-

resentatives and Agents are located in many
principal cities.

ELASTIC STOP NUTS
HIGH

TENSILE
ANCHOR HIGH

TEMPERATURE
SPLINE CLINCH GANG

CHANNEL
NYLOI^ CAP

T Y P E S .1 JV D SIZES IMMEDIATELY AVAILABLE THOM S T O C K


